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Summary
Monodromy fields on I 3 are a family o f lattice fields in two dimensions which are 
a natural generalisation o f the two dimensional Ising field occurring in the C*-algebra 
approach to  Statistical Mechanics. A  criterion for the critical limit one point correlation 
o f the monodromy field tra(M )  at a 6 l 3,
U m (#.(M )>.
is deduced for matrices M  €  G L (p , C ) having non-negative eigenvalues.
Using this criterion a non-identity 2 x 2  matrix is found with a finite critical lim it one 
point correlation. The general set o f  p x p matrices with finite critical lim it one point 
correlations is also considered and a conjecture for the critical limit n point correlations 
postulated.
The boson-fermion correspondence for the representation o f  the C A R  algebra over 
L3(S l , C )  defined by the ( t ,0 )  K M S  state with chemical potential p is considered and 
the non-bijectivity shown. Using an alternative formulation the correlations are recal­
culated leading to  a determinant identity reminiscent o f  Ssego’s Theorem.
Section 0 
Introduction
0.1 M on od rom y  F ie ld s  on  Z*.
The C*-algebra approach to  the k ing  model via the transfer matrix is now well-known, 
see [AS], [C4], [E l ]  [E3] and [L3] for example. Monodromy fields on  Z } , introduced in 
[P 2 ] are a family o f  lattice fields in two dimensions which are a natural generalisation 
o f  the two dimensional Ising field. They were inspired by [S I ] and in a  sense are lattice 
analogues o f the continuum fields used in [S I , IV ]  and also in the Federbush and massless 
Thirring models, see [R 3 ] and [C12] respectively. These lattice fields are interesting 
for several reasons. Firstly, by controlling the scaling limit, mathematically precise 
information on the continuum can be found and this approach was successfully used for 
the Ising field in [PS] and [P9], secondly there are numerous analogues o f continuum 
structures suggesting a discrete theory on the lattice itself. For M  €  GL(p,C ) and 
a €  Z* it is possible to define the monodromy field <ru(M )  at a. This is a  generalisation 
o f  the Ising field in the sense that when M  is the scalar - 1  the vacuum expectation o f 
a  product <r,,(—1 )..  .<ra„ ( - l )  gives the square o f an Ising correlation. The motivation 
for the name ‘monodromy field’ is the fact that it is possible to  ‘create ’ monodromy M  
located at a €  Z* in the solution to  a certain linear difference equation on the lattice 
through a formula involving <r.(Af).
In [PS] the one point correlations when M  is a scalar were calculated using an elliptic 
substitution. Also the asymptotics o f the correlations were examined in the scaling 
limit, that is the limit that sends the lattice spacing to  sero and the ‘ temperature’ to 
the critical point such that the correlation length remains fixed (massive scaling regime). 
In [P3] the critical scaling limit was studied, that is the large scale asymptotics o f the 
correlations at the critical point (massless regime). However a lim itation o f  the analysis 
carried out in [P3 ] was the fact that the monodromy fields had to  appear in pairs, 
<r.(M)<r1(A / )~ I , which was referred to  as the  twin problem. T h a t is on ly  correlations 
o f  the form
< » . . < « , K  ( * . ) - ■  • • • » . . ( « .  k . ( m .> - '> .
could be studied. Moreover the Mi had to  have non-negative eigenvalues.
In order to find the large scale asymptotics at the critical point the  following limit 
needs to be investigated:
U«n(*., (M i ) . . . a . , ( M n)).
This  is non-trivial since the monodromy fields, <r,(M ), are not defined for s =  1. A  
conjecture from [P3] was that the lim it exists and is finite i f  M\ . . .  M „  =  7 and if 
M i .. ,M„ £  I  then the limit is 0 or oo. The second half o f this conjecture is now shown 
to  be false by an analysis o f the limiting one point correlation:
! » ( . . ( « ) > .
A  criterion for this limit is found enabling the existence o f a non-identity M  with finite 
critical limit correlation to  be shown. However as is the case for the results in [P3] this is 
only true for M  having non-negative eigenvalues. As for the general n  poin t correlations 
a  product formula, see [P3 ] or [P4 ], enables these to  be written as the  product o f the 
individual one point correlations and a det2 term, see [S5] for a definition. This suggests 
that the one point correlations are sufficient though a proof is not available as yet.
The restriction on M  to  have non-negative eigenvalues is somewhat inconvenient since 
the Ising field case is given by the scalar —1 so non o f  the results are applicable to  this
0.2  B oson - Form ion  C orrespon den ce .
For many years physicists have written fermion fields as formal functions o f  certain 
boson fields in 1 +1  dimensions, see [C 13] and [D2] for example. However these formulse 
are difficu lt to make sense o f  mathematically. In [F2] representations o f certain infinite 
dimensional Lie algebras were constructed and in [F3] these were related to  boson- 
ferm ion correspondence. Also in [C l l ] ,  in 1 - f  1 dimensional field theory, representations 
o f current algebras were obtained using automorphisms o f the fermion or C A R  algebra 
for th e  1 +  1 dimensional Dirac field. These were connected in [C 7 ] via the work in [S2] 
using projective representations o f infinite dimensional Lie groups (see also [C l l ,  [C 2 ]).  
Adoptin g a simplified version o f fermions, namely the C A R  algebra over L * (S l , C )  
this enabled an explicit operator version o f  this correspondence for free bose fields. In 
[C 5 ] this was taken further and the representations o f loop groups which arise from  
representations o f the C A R  suggested by statistical mechanics were investigated and in 
[C 8]  projective representations o f the gauge groups o f 1 +  1 dimensional quantum field 
theory.
So the basic idea o f  the boson-fermion correspondence in 1 space dimension is the 
follow ing. Given a  representation o f  the C A R  in which the local gauge group G  is 
implementable, by restricting to those maps in G  which take their values in the maximal 
torus a  representation o f  the C C R  in W eyl form  is obtained. For the other way, consider 
particular gauge group elements called ‘ b lips ’ ■y,. These depend on the real parameter 
(  such that they are singular at t  =  1 and there exists a constant c, such that c( r ( 'y <),  
where T  is a representation o f the gauge group, converges in a certain sense to  a  ferm ion 
field. Th is  convergence is rather delicate, strong convergence on a dense domain o f  the 
approximate fermion fields has been shown in [C9].
Here the relation to  statistical mechanics o f  [C5] is extended to  include the chemical 
potential ft leading to  some interesting technicalities concerning this correspondence. 
The prime reason for trying this extension was to  investigate Bose-Einstein conden­
sation, see [B2], [B3], [L I ]  and [L2] for example. However this did not prove very 
fruitful.
I t  ought to  be mentioned that this is not the only construction referred to  as boson- 
ferm ion correspondence. Hudson and Parthasarathy have developed a boson-fermion 
correspondence using quantum stochastic analysis, see [H2], [H 3 ] and [P10 ], and a 
simple stochastic integral. Also Garbacsewski, [G l ]  and references therein, has ye t 
another form however the connection o f  e ither with the above is unclear.
0.3  In f in it e  C om p lex  S pin  G roups.
B oth  o f  these objects are really examples o f  a general theory inspired by [S I].  From 
a mathematical point o f  view their work is no t rigorous in the infinite dimensional case 
since it  freely uses results only shown in the finite dimensional case. The generalisation 
o f  the ir results is o f  interest for this reason and also in its own right to  develop an 
infinite dimensional theory which may indeed go beyond that o f  the finite case. In 
[ P I ]  certain results were extended rigorously to  the infinite dimensional case and this 
has been developed in [C 8] and [P 4 ]- [P 7 ] w ith a summary in [C 3 ]. It concerns the 
existence o f implementers Tq (G )  on A(1V+ )  such that
r , ( O i ' , ( . ) r , ( o ) -
where F q ( . )  is a representation o f C(W , P )  and G  is an element o f  Or„ (W )  where 
O r„ (W ) m {Q  :G  orthogonal, G Q -Q G  is Hilbert Schmidt) 
is a subgroup o f the complex orthogonal group
0 (W ) =  [G  : P C T P *  P * 1} .
a
The subgroup o f Or„ ( IV ) where G  is a unitary is well known and the H ilbert Schmidt 
condition is the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence o f Vq (G ),  [S 4 ]. Some 
o f  the reasons for studying this are:
(1 ) As shown in 0.1 exactly solvable models in two dimensional quantum field  theory 
(see [B l ] )  are connected with representations o f  Or„ (W )  and its subgroups. For 
example the Federbush model [R 3 ],  [R 4], the Luttinger model [Cft], the massless 
Thirring model [C12] and the Ising and monodromy fields o f  0.1. N o te  that 
these last two require the in fin ite  dimensional analogues o f [S I] and hence are 
not covered by the standard results on ‘Bogoliubov transformations’ , see  [R l ] ,  
[R2], [C IO ] and [F I ]  for example.
(2 ) The representation o f loop groups, vertex operators and string theory, see [P 12 ], 
and hence by the comments in 0.2 boson-fermion correspondence.
(3 ) Segal and Wilson, [S3], used a  subgroup o f  O r„ ( W )  in their study o f  th e  K dV  
equation. The work in [D l ]  suggests that this method can be extended to  the 
Landau-Lifshits equation using O r„ (W ).
The basic reason for introducing Or, . (W )  is simply to  enlarge the group o f  Bogpliubov 
transformations studied to  provide more ‘ room’ in which to have approximations to  the 
operators in [S I].
Here the results o f [ P I ]  are used to  recalculate the correlations occurring in the boson- 
fermion correspondence constructed. T h is  leads to  a  determinant identity s im ilar in 
form to  Ssego’s Theorem (see [M l,C h a p ter  X ] and [H I]) .
From [P 2 ] the one point correlation
and from [C 5 ] the same ratio o f theta functions occurs in the state defining th e  rep­
resentation used for the boson-fermion correspondence. This appears to  be m ore than 
coincidence and the elliptic curve derivation o f  the formula above links this w ith  the 
comments made in Section 2.3 o f [C3 ] concerning a weak form o f  boson-fermion corre­
spondence.
0.4 O u tlin e  o f  Thesis.
The format o f  the thesis is as follows:
(1 ) Section 1 introduces the basic definitions and notation.
(2 ) Section 2 introduces the definition o f  the monodromy field
(3 ) Section 3 deduces a criterion for the critical limit one point correlations based 
on the result o f  [P2] concerning the  scalar case.
(4 ) Section 4 uses this criterion to  find a non-trivial example o f a matrix M  with 
finite critical lim it correlation. T h e  structure o f  the set o f  such matrices is also 
studied.
(5 ) Section 5 poses a conjecture for the  general n point correlations using a  product 
formula. The variance/invariance o f  the correlations under the obvious action  o f 
Sn is also considered.
( 6)  Section 6 introduces the idea o f  boson-fermion correspondence as used in [C 5 ].
(7 ) Section 7 extends this notion by the addition o f  another variable ft, the chemical 
potential, leading to  some interesting results concerning the correspondence.
( 8)  Section 8 uses some results o f [ P I ]  to  reformulate the first half o f Section 7 and 
recalculate the correlations concerned leading to a  determinant identity rem inis­
cent o f  Ssego’s Theorem.




1.1 In trod u ction .
This section will provide a brief description o f the objects used throughout this thesis. 
They are fairly standard but do have slight variation. Hence the versions used are given 
here to  set definitions and notation.
1.2 T h e  Ferm ion  A lg e b ra .
1.2.1 D e f in it io n . Let H  be a Hilbert space. The Fermion or C A R  algebra over H, 
A (H ),  is the C*-algebra generated by the elements ( o ( / ) : /  €  H )  where a is a conjugate 
linear map from H into A (H )  satisfying the Canonical Anticommutation Relations:
• (/ M # )  +  « ( # M / )  =  o,
- * (/ ) - (# )  - (# ) « • (/ )  =  <# ./ )!.
for all J,§ in H, where « • ( / )  =  « (/ )*•
1.2.2 Re m a r k . There is an important representation o f the C A R  algebra known as the 
Fock representation which is as follows. Let A (H )  denote the Fock space (alternating 
tensor algebra) over H. Define the operators o (/ ),  a* (/ )  as follows:
« ( / ) ( # !  A  • • • A #») -  9 i)(f* A • • • A ft.),
« • ( /) ( f i  A • • A # ,)  =  (n +  1)*^*(/ A f ,  A • • • A gn ).
Then i f O = l © 0 © 0 © . . .
« (/ )0  =  0.
« • (/ )n  =  /.
for all /  €  H. These operators do indeed give a representation o f  the C A R  algebra. 
Moreover this representation is unique in that it is the only irreducible representation 
for which a non-iero vector O  exists such that a (/ )0  =  0 for all /  €  H . T h e  vector f l  is 
called the vacuum vector and a (.), a * (.) annihilation and creation operators respectively.
There are two other algebras which are essentially equivalent to  this which w ill be of 
use in later sections thus their definitions are now given.
1.2.3 Definition. Let A  be a Hilbert space and T an antiunitary involution on K. 
The self dual C A R  algebra, A Sd c (K , T ), over (K , T ) is the C*-algebra generated by the 
elements {B (k ) : k €  K )  where B is a coqjugate linear map from K  into A s d c (K ,T ) 
satisfying the following:
B (k )B (iy  +  B (l) 'B (k )  —
B(»r -  fl(r*).
1.2.4 Definition. Let W  be a Hilbert space and P  a conjugation on W . T h e  Clifford 
algebra, C (W ,P ), over W  is the C*-algebra generated by {c (ts ) : w €  IV }  where c is a 
linear map from W  into C (W , P )  satisfying the following:
Note that c(w) will probably be identified with w.
1
V
1.2.5 R e m a r k . W ith  the definition« given above it ia not difficult to  «how the following 
equivalence«:
0 )
¿ * o c ( * . r ) » c (# f , r ) .
using the identification £ ( * ) *  =  e(k).
<»)
A mdcI K S ) *  A (E K ),
where E  is a basis projection, that is a projection E  with TET  =  1 -  E, using 
the identification
f l ( * )  »  a(Ek) +  s * (£ X h ).
Acting on this algebra are a particular set o f  states (linear functionals) called the 
gauge-invariant quasi-free states which are analogues o f  Gaussian distributions in clas­
sical probability with the state completely determined by its two point functions.
1.2.6 Definition. A  state u  on the C A R  algebra is gauge-invariant i f  it is invariant 
under the group o f  gauge transformations
MM./)) •  •<«"/). #€(0,2w).
1.2.7 D e f in it io n . I f  R  is a  positive contraction then there is a unique gauge-invariant 
quasi-free state, denoted by u r , satisfying
w»  (®*(/m ) ■ • a * (/ i )a (g , ) . a(gn) )  =  det [ ( * ,  R / j))6nm.
" * ( • • (/ ) • < #  ) ) = < # . * / )
Moreover u r  is pure i f  and only i f  R  is a projection.
1.2.8 N otation. Let ( f t j f .ir jt .O ji)  denote the GNS representation o f  the state u r . 
Another set o f states which w ill be o f use later are the Q-Fock states on C{W, P )
which are defined as follows.
1.2.9 Definition. Suppose Q  is a  self adjoint operator on W  with Q1  — 1 and Q P  +  
PQ  =  0. Then there exists a representation o f C {W ,P )  on the alternating tensor 
algebra, A (W + ), generated by
where a * (.) ,  a (.) are creation and annihilation operators on A (W + ) with =  1/2(1 ± Q ) 
and W+ =  Q+W . The  Q-Fock state uq  is then given by
u q ( m)  =  (O , Fq ( m)O ), •  €  C (W , P ).
1.2.10 L e m m a . The Q-Fock State on C (W ,P ) is equiva/ent to the qumai-fne State on 
A s d c (W ,P )  giren by the basis projection E  =  Q_. Alternatively the quasi-free State 
on A s d c (W ,P ) giren by the basis projection E  is equiva/ent to tbe Q'-Fock State on 
C (W ,P ) where Q ' =  l - 2 E .
PROOF: I f  E  is a basis projection on W, * e  can be identified with
wa (B (w ) )  =  -o  ((1  -  E)w ) +  «S  ((1  -  E )P w ),
2
where oo(.), *o ( )  are annihilation and creation operator« on A ( ( l  -  E )W ).  Using the 
equivalence o f As d c (W ,P )  and C (W ,P )  given by B(w )‘  *  c(u>),
( « ( « - ) )  -  » « < * < • ) • )  -  ( « ( » ) ) *
» • ¡ ( ( l - f f ) * ) +  • , ( ( *  - * ) * * » )
Comparing this with the form given in Definition 1.2.9 for the representation associated 
with a Q-Fock state it  w easy to  see that
1 - E - Q + .
T ha t is E  =  Q .  or alternatively Q  =  I  -  2E.
Now there is a correspondence between basis projections, E, and Q'u defining Q-Fock 
states given by the above. Namely if  E  is a basis projection then Q  =  1 -  2E defines a 
Q-Fock state and if  Q  defines a Q-Fock state then E  =  Q -  is a basis projection.
W ith  these two facts both versions o f  the Lemma are shown.
1.2.11 Remark. The above Lemma shows that Q-Fock states are in fact quasi-free 
states and moreover they are pure.
1.3  T h e  C C R  A lg eb ra .
1.3.1 DcriNITION. Let H  b e^ J lilb e r t space. The C C R  algebra over H  is the 4t - 
algebra generated by {«> (/ ) : /  €  H }  where a  is a  conjugate linear map satisfying the 
Canonical Commutation Relations:
•< / )• (# ) -  < § K f )  -  o,
- • ( » ) • • ( / )  =  < # ./ )!.
for all g,h in H, where a * (f )  =  « (/ )* .
1.3.2 De f in it io n . I f  the self adjoint operator ♦ ( / )  is defined as
•< / ) =  3 Z E + * 3 Z 5 ,
and W (f )  the unitary operator as
W (J ) =  exp {, ♦ < / ) } ,
then
m / )W ( l )  =  exp < -./ 2  Im (/ ,# ) }  W (f  +  #).
T h e  operators W (f )  are called Weyl operators and the commutation relations 
W (t )W (t )  =  +  » ’ ( , ) » ' ( / ) ,
the Weyl form o f  the Canonical Commutation Relations with the C*-algebra generated 
by the Weyl operators called the Weyl form o f  the C C R  algebra.
1.3.3 Remark. This form can in fact be slightly generalised to  the following. Consider 
W ey l operators ,W ( f ) ,  where / is an element o f  a  real linear space H  with a nondegen­
erate symplectic bilinear form <r,
[Tha t is o  : H  x  H  - *  R  with ./ )  for all f ,g  €  H  and i f  a (f ,  f )  =  0 for
all /  €  H  then *  *  0 ] 
and commutation relation
m w ( i ) = « p  i - i / M / . t ) )  w u + « ) .
For example i f  /f is a complex pre-Hilbert space and 
* (/ .# )  =  Im (/ , f ) .
then the C CR  algebra is obtained.
1.4 K M S  sta te* .
1.4.1 D e f in it io n . Let A be a  se lf atjjoint operator on the Hilbert space H  and assume 
that exp { — 0 k ) is trace class. Let
T>ace(e-'*»i4)
denote the Gibbs grand canonical equilibrium state over the C A R  algebra A (H )  and
n (A )
the evolution corresponding to  the generalised Hamiltonian K,,. So in particular
It follows that u  is the unique ( r ,  0 )  K M S  state, and that this state is the gauge-invariant 
quasi-free state with two point function
w ( . - ( / w « > )  =* ( » . « « - ' * (  i  +  « « - '* ) - ■ / ) .
where x =  e*1*.
For any further details concerning this and the rest o f  Section 1 see [A l ] ,  [A 2 ] and 
[B4 ] for example.
V
Section 2
Monodromy Fields on Z*
3.1  In troduction .
This section gives the basic definitions for the study o f  monodromy fields on Z*.
3 .3  N ota tion .
Let H m £ * (5 ' ,C * )  and p a poaitive integer with H’  *  H ©  ®  ## *  H .
Let T  be the multiplication operator on H  defined by the 2 x 2  matrix:
where o  (0)  is determined by the following, *
( 1)  o ( 0)  =  0.
( 2) cosh i  (0)  =  e3/* -  cos 0,
(S ) sinh7 (# )e <*^#) «  (e/s -  ccoa0)  +  is sin 0.
Note that
Now extend T , Q and x to  operators on H r in the obvious manner, namely tensoring 
by P  ¡.e. the operator acts on each copy o f  H . W ith a slight abuse o f  notation call 
these operators T, Q  and x. Let W* =  Hr  ®  77*, where 77 denotes the Hilbert space 
conjugate to H, and define a conjugation P  on Wf  by P (x  ® y )  =  y ® z .  I f  Qw is the 
operator on Wf  defined as Q  ©  ( - Q )  then Qw anticommutes with P  and Qw is self 
adjoint with Qw =  I •
Hence Qw defines a Qw-Fock state o f  the Clifford algebra C (W r , P )  whose associated 
representation lives in the alternating tensor algebra A ( W j )  where =  Q^, Wp and 
Qw  =  1/2(1 ±  Qw)- T h e  generators o f this representation are given by:
where a*(.), a (. )  are creation and annihilation operators on A (W j ) .  Alternatively this 
representation can be thought o f  as the GNS representation o f the self dual C A R  algebra 
over Wr with antiunitary P  defined by the basis projection Q ^ ,  see Lem m a 1.2.10 .
Now define the restricted general linear group G Lq (H p) as the group o f  bounded, 
invertible linear maps on Hp with bounded inverses whose matrices [ “  * ] in the J/*07f* 
decomposition o f Hr  derived from Q have b, e Hilbert Schmidt and a, d Fredholm of 
index 0. Also define G L ^ (H P)  as the subgroup with d 1+ trace class and G L lQ(H>) as 
the subgroup with 6 =  c  =  0.
c*/s - c o s 0 • sin 0 — • (e/s — c cos 0)
• s in0 +  f(e/s  — ccos0)  c*/$ - cos0 ] /<*).
where e,s >  0 and c* — a* =  1.
Let Q be the multiplication operator on H  defined by:
0 is4* * ) ] / ( « ) .
T V )  «  * * p  [ - r  V )Q  ( * ) ]  =  . - ’ " ' « J .  ( « )  +  « ’ <*>0- ( * ) .
w h .r , Q ,  =  1/2(1 ±  Q ) with < f  m 1. Q  w l f  anoint
Also let x be the multiplication operator on H defined by:
• / ( « I » . " / « ) -
>
[P4 ), (P 3 ) uid  (C S )—  also a b rie f summary in (C3 )—  demonstrate the existence o f  a 
dense linear domain, V  £  A (W j ) ,  together with two homoniorphisms, Tq  :G L q (H p) — 
L(T>)  and T : G L q (H p) —» L (V )  where L (V ) denotes the linear maps from V  to  D, 
such that:
( * )  -  F ( ,  e  ,  e  g l %(H’ ),
T ( , )/ ■ ( . )  .  F ( ,  9  , ,  E GLq{H f ).
*»<i =  r ( * ) r < , ( » ) r ( » ) - ‘ .
Also if  G L q (H r )  x G L lq (H * )  is the semi-direct product with composition rule 
9i *  A » - f*  *  * i  =  *  * » * » •
then the above gives § x  A —* r g (p ) r (A )  is a homomorphism with kernel 
K  =  [ f  X A  : f  *  =  1 and d e td (p ) a  1}.
Define 6 Tq(H ’ )  a  GL%(H>) x  G L lq (H ’ )/K  then ( f  x  h )K  — f  A is a  well defined 
homomorphism T : ( ¡L q (H r )  —* G L q (H r )  with kernel C *. Identifying &L~q(Hr )  with 
its image in L (V ) :
f  F(w ) .  f  ( T ( ,  ) < s n , ) • - ' * ) , ,  i£ < S t Q(H ’ ).
i.e. y is the implementer o f T (| ) .  I f  f i g  is the vacuum vector o f A ( I V j )  define 
( f ) g  a  ( n g . f f l g ) ,  f  €  ( jL q (H r ),
that is i f  9 a  ( 9* x  h ')K
<9>g =  ( f ig .  T g ( f#)r (A ,)Q g )
=  < n g ,r g (9, )O g )
=  d e t (4 f ' ) )
For more details o f  this, together with proofs, see [P 2 ] and [CS].
In other words, i f  9 €  G L q (H p)  and has a decomposition as goti where gt €  G L q (H * ) 
for i  a  0,1 then T  ((g 0 x g\)K ) a  g, thus the implementer o f  the automorphism induced 
by 9 on the Clifford algebra is given  by r g ( 9o )r (9i )  at least on the dense domain V  and 
up to  scalar multiple—  a choice o f  factorisation at the G L q (H f )  level being equivalent 
to  a  choice o f normalisation at the G L q (H f )  level.
W ith  the structures defined above it is now possible to  define the monodromy field 
<r(M), where A f €  G L(p,C ). L et M  act on Hf  as / ®  A f and define c as the convolution 
operator on H whose Fourier transform acta on f * (Z i/ j ,C a)  as t f (k )  =  sgn (A )/ (A ), for 
k 6 I j/ j .  Let e± =  (1 ±  e)/2 and define
• (A f )  =  e_  ®  l f  +  e+ ®  Af
In [P 2 ] it is shown that # (A f) €  G L q (H f ), then o (M )  is essentially defined such that 
T (t r (M ) )  =  t (M )  So from comments made above a factorisation o f  e (A f )  into g0g\ 
where gt € G L q (H p)  is sufficient since ff(A f) may be defined as r g ( 90) r ( f i ) .  This 
factorisation is constructed in [P 2 ]  and using that notation s (A f) =  g (M )D (M )  so 
that:
v (M )  =  r Q (g (A / ) )r (D (A # ) ) .
This definition can be extended to  the points on a Za lattice as follows. Let r(T) and 
r ( s )  be the implement«rs o f  T  and x then define
* a(A f )  =  T * * s * * s (A f )s — T — », 
and «r . (A f ) =  r ( T ) - » r ( * ) - « r (A f ) r ( s )— r ( T ) — », 
where a =  (a i ,a 2) € Za. Call <ra (A f )  the monodromy field at a—  
monodromy field at 0.
0
so <r(A f) is the
2.3 Rem ar k . T h e  mutiplication operator T  introduced At the beginning o f  2.2 Notation 
is the aame a«  that for the study o f the Ising model in [PS] and [P 9 ] where e =  cosh 2K * . 
Hence, using this connection, it is possible to  consider the cases s <  1, s =  1 and *  >  1 
to  correspond to  below the critical temperature, at the critical temperature and above 
the critical temperature respectively.
2.4 R e m a r k  . One problem—  which has been glossed over so far—  is the fact that 
s (A f )  i  G L q (H ’ )  when s =  1 (Q  depends on T  and thus s ) and  consequently a 
lim iting argument is required, which is the cause o f the problems in th is area.
2.5 R e m a r k . T h e  objects o f  study are the n point correlations:
and in particular their lim it as i  f  1, that is, their behaviour as they approach the 
critical temperature.
2.6 R e m a r k . From now on it will be assumed that •  <  1 and as the notation—  * f  1—  




A Condition roR the Existence or 
Limiting O n e  Point Correlations
3.1 Introduction.
This section minis to clsssify the critical limit one point correlations, lim,M(«r,(M)), 
for all matrices M  € G L (p ,C), p € N  with noo-negative eigenvalues. The starting point 
for this classification is a result of [P3 ] concerning the one dimensional scalar case, that 
is (p > l ) .
3.1.1 Proposition. Let k =  a2, * '*  =  1 -  *2 and
Suppose A €  C \ (—oo,0). I f  s (A )  -  * ( A )  D (A )  and ¿ (A )  «  d (g (A > ) «  Q -  then
¿ (A ) is invertible and
< , ( * »
»0
l + i V i  +  V l
where I  €  I t / j  and q =  exp ( - » A '/ A ) .
Note. As ¿(A) is invertible the correlation is non-sero.
Now assume M  € GL(p,C ) »nd has no negative eigenvalues. Hence there exists a 
matrix 5*# €  G L(p,C ) such that S *# A fS ^ ‘  =  Ju  where Jm  denotes the Jordan form 
of M . Thus
•(Af) = (I® 5*‘ )<«-®/ + «♦»./*) (1® 5*)
=  (1 ®  S j f )  s ( JM)(1  ®  S it )  ■
Therefore i f  s(JM ) is factorised as l ( J u )  D (J u ),  * (A f )  may be factorised as
((1 ® «  S u ))  ( (1 «  S i1) W « i ) (  1® S „))
Hence
« « »  = ( ( i  ®  S i ' ) i ( / , ) ( i  ® s « ) )
=  * t  ( l  ®  S i ‘ )  S ( l (  J » ) ) ( i  ®  s „ )
m Q . =  Q _  ®  f  con w i.le . with I ®  S^ 11
=  W « » -
Appealing to  [P2 ], in general the factoris ing terms are given by the following:
Suppose P + , P _  are the orthogonal projections onto the subspaces o f L 2 ( [—A ,  A ] , C ) 
whose elements have fourier expansions in exp (ts7 z/A ) with no / negative, positive 
terms respectively. Then:
D (H ) «  /+ e  (/»♦ ® /, +  P . ®  * ) _  .
where /+ is the identity on H\ , (P +  ®  /* +  P -  ®  A f) _  acts on A '  2  L 2 ( (—A ,  A ] , C )®  
CT and
i (A f )  =  a (M )D (A i)~ l , with d ( « (A f ) )  1-f trace class.
8
d U ( J » ) )  =  d (J „ )D - ' 




D O , ) - '
D C* , ) - 1
Therefore del ¿ ( ¿ ( 7 « ) )  =  f t f . ,  del ¿(A*), that is:
( » (A # ) )  =  < # < / * )) =  d e td (£( y * ) )  *  f i d e t « * , )
(■ i
■pr j- r  [1 +  A f  V *  1 +  J' l
H S l  ■+«■ >+«m
Also note that for a =  (a t, aj )  €  ZJ
<*.(*)> = (r(7rT(*)-»(A/)r(*)— r(T)—>
* (iXTyrwT«, (¿(A/)) r (D(M)) r(*)—r(r)—>
= <rQ (7*»«"i(Af )*—r—•) r (T"**-D(Af)*—r —•)> 
- < r „ ( r - * - * A O * — r — ) )
*  d e t 4 f ( r * » * - t ( j t / ) * — r - - )
a  det T - * * " ' d (g ( A f ) )  g~mtT ~ m* by Lemma 3.1.J below , 
a det d (£ (A f))
=  (# (A/)>.
So have shown the following lemma:
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3.1.2 L e m m a . I f  M  €  G L (p ,C ) ha» no negative eigenvalue» then
( » . ( « » = n n [
<■1 f>0 L
1 +  V V l  +  W l- T ? J -  , + ,k-J y .  e  i * .
3.1.3 L e m m a . The apermton Q. T  end < cammule. 
PAOOr By deRnition
» e « » h - r (# )/ - « w h 7 (# )g
giving T  and Q commute.
Considering the fourier transforms o f T  and * on / (Z i/ »,C *):
T / (h )  «  T - . - '/ l h )  +  T ,/ (h ) +  n « / ( h ) ,
7 l* (e  +  * )
—• («  +  *>1
- ¡ ( e - . ) l
. Thus, using the relation between T  and
and » * * / ( * )  * / ( * = f  1).
An easy calculation shows T  and x commuti 
Q above, it is easy to  see x and Q  commute.
N o t e . The lemma actually proves that T  and z are in the domain o f  T which has been 
implied by the notation so far.
3.2 C o n ve rgen ce  A rgu m e n t.
t i f  A f € GL(p, C ) has no negative eigenvalues
< » . ( « » = n n [
1 +  V 11*  1 + A i f * '
l + V '  1+ , »
V i E l *
where A j , . . . ,  Xf  are the eigenvalues o f  M . This may be rewritten as
n n
0  +  « * > '
where c(A<) =  A< +  A f*  -  2 and e, «  E i g i . <  < * * ,  « ( Ai . )  • •••<**.)•
3.2.1 L e m m a . Suppoee A €  C \ (-o o ,0 ].  Define/ : [0,1] —  C a s / (* )  =  l+ c (A ) 
where c (A ) is defined as above. Then |/(*)| >  t  >  0 V * € [0,1].
. is a  product o f  two squares and thi
PROOF: I f  c (A ) =  o +  i*  then |/(*)| s
Now the term inside the square root us >  0, also 
it is sero if  and only i f  both entries are sero which is not possible. This is due to  the
fact that i f  *  =  0 then 0  + -0 T ^ ) : 1 and i f  b =  0 then
a >  - 4  by the restriction on A. Thus |/(*)| > 0  V * €  [0,1). 
Therefore |/(*)| >  t  >  0 V *  €  [0,1].
(l + *îï7 ï? )  >0*
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3.2.2 Rem ark . By the lemma Above |1 +  et l > ( > 0  * y  € (0,1] ao in
particular it ia true when y =  qv  V f  € (0 ,1 ),  V/ €  Z|. Thia lower bound w ill play 
an important part in the analyaia that followa. Taking logarithma above leada to
"Sl0,{l+ii‘,(iT^ T>1) }
Using the definition o f  q and the Thylor series expansion for (1 -  * ) “ '/* it is a  simple 
calculation to  ahow that q €  (0, 1) and as s T 1, f  T I .
3.2.3 Proposition. Suppose Zt  : ( l ,o o )  - »  C  is defined mb
where q €  (0 ,1 )  and c, are defined as above, and Yt : [1, oo ) —* C  as Yt ( * )  =  log Z t (x ). 
Then
“ fy  ( 5  E  < n ( » > + w «  +  ■ ) ) - / “  » • , ( * ) * )  - «
The p roof o f  th is proposition will follow after a series o f lemmas which are o f  funda­
mental use in the proof.
3.2.4 Lem m a . Define the following function» from N x  (0 ,1 ) x  [0,1] —* C.
1 +  ( ( ,  * f J s . U l s j l )  •
..... >-i>g
Then 3Cf >  0 for i  =  1,2,3 and g  €  (0 ,1 ) such that
(■) | A T | (» .« . « ) I> C |  > 0  Vn € N , V f €  (0 ,1 ),  Vn €  (0,1].
(U ) | X ,(n l f , . ) | < C ,  V n € N ,V f  € ( 0 , 1 ) , V « €  (0,1).
( » 0  l * a ( » , f . « ) | < C ,  Vn €  N ,V f  €  (Q , 1 ),Vu €  (0 ,1 ].
P r o o f : i):  follows from remark 3.2.2 .
ii): follows from  the fact that the function / (y ) =  ^  * ^ 3  0,1 (0, 1] has 
value 1/4 so  take




1 (1  +  . . ( i  - , * ” ) ( !  -  i — *♦ ’ • )
« N i + , » - ' ) '
< !  +  !/ » *  V » e N ,V « € | 0 , l|
< 3 Vf € ( Q . l )  where Q *  ^ j .
; y < i >
7 Í -0
| A r r f . . . . . M < ¿ w ( j r F 7 = :  
9 1 1 .
—  t i l ' d + « * — ♦ - ) ■
«EMsWjo1-»
imi
Let C> be aa »bove, th e» |Xs( » . f . « ) |  <  C% V »  C  N .V «  C (0.1] .V «  €  (^ y .  l )  
3.2.5 Lemma. Define the following functiona from  N  x (0 ,1 ) x (0,1) - *  C.
,+¿ e,Gi+í-^)'—
V Î± A i^
¡¡T1+S c'Gi+t*-'*i,);
= t i . ( i + V*-”- ‘ ~<V+- , ì - - i » i - ) i
. . t - f i i Ä ) '
i t - t ^ s w r u s ^ )  ‘
1 +
• ( l + ^ - V d + f — ;» - r h
( - i r + 'A i o ( n , i , u r
m +  2
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Then 3M i  mad Q, for i =  1,2,3 tuch that
| « ) l  < M i  Vn €  N.Vm C (0,1) ,Vf 6 (Q,, 1) 
* nd 3Qo auch that
|A#o(n,f,«)| < 1  Vn € N .V « €  (0.1] . * f  € (Qo. 1)
Pro of : 1): in the notation o f  lemma 3.2.4 
T here fo re  by lemma 3.2.4
| M o ( . , , , . ) | < ( l - , * ) ^  Vn € N, Vu € |0,1], V , €  l )  
< 1  v » e N , v . € ( o , i l , v , e  
2 ): in th e  notation o f lemma 3.2.4
* (i+ xli«!*!«!
T here fo re  by lemma 3.2.4
| W . ( » , « . « ) I  <  ^  Vn £  N .V -  €  [0 ,1] ,V ,  £  (0 ,1 )
Hence take M\  =  and Qt — 0.
3): from  the proof o f lemma 3.2.4 part iii)
V n E N ,V n £ (0 , l )V ,  e  ( - J j .
Therefore Vn £  N. Vn £  [0,1] nnd V f  £  l )
S S v w f+ ^ -'W  * £ • * “ &  -» < t
thus V n  E N , Vn E |0,1) nnd V » £  ( ^ j ,  l )
^ G r ^ r g g i W i^ r




-  ( i  -  » —K - i ° « « , « - ( , <. th‘. U h ), { ( n -  « »— ■►-)
• I - l o f f ’  « * " ' ♦ * ■  (1 + 1* - 1)*  +  (1 -
-  (I -  t*-'*“ xi + »*•-' )* fc.fN’-'**-}
-  -4  k * ,(1  - ,> ■ ) ,< -> * * • +  +  , * • - * )
. |(1 +  « ’■ - '♦ ’■XI ,*-<i +  « ’" -• ))
- a(ir;^;L7 {-°«4,(|+*—■>«>- •-) -«-—-o+«*—♦-»
-  ( i  -  t * ,) » * - ' ( i + 1 * " 1* * ’)’ }
I f  the functions a,b,e: (0 ,1 ) x  (0 ,1 ] —» R are defined u  follow«:
. ( , , « )  =  « ! < » , • ,  X , , . ) .  l - , ~ .  Kid X t . « )  -  f " .
and the substitution r  =  fl2" -1 is made, the term inside the bracket becomes (dropping 
the f  ,u dependence in the notation for convenience):
o ( l  +  * ) (&  — e * ( l  +  c * ) )  — 6*(1  + c * ) *  .
In lemmas 3.2.8 and 3.2.9 it is shown that such a function is negative Vx €  (0 ,1 ], V? € 
(0 ,1 ) and Vu €  (0,1]. Hence in particular it is true when *  =  qln ~ 1 as i 2" -1 €  [0,1], 
V9 €  (0 ,1 ) and Vn €  [ l,o o ),  thus the term inside the bracket is negative Vn €  [ l.o o j,  
V f €  (0 ,1 ) and Vu €  (0,1]. It is easy to  see that the multiplying factor is a lso  always 
negative. Hence is positive Vn €  [l ,o o ),  V f  €  (0 ,1 ) and Vu €  (0 ,1 ].
So if  f  and u are fixed A  increases as n increases. Thus the inequality
4 1 . « . « )  <  A(n , « , « )  <  M (oo .f.u ) Vn €  ( l . o o ) .V «  €  (0 ,1 ) ,Vu €  ( 0 , 1]
holds where >4(o o ,9,u ) is the function defined from (0 ,1 ) x  [0,1] —» R by 
>4(oo,f ,u ) =  ( 1 -  f * “ )  +  « l e n V -
So |>4(n,g,u)| <  m ax{|>4(l,i,u)|,|>4(oo,i,u)|}.
Lemma 3.2.10 shows that
|>4(oo,,,.)| <  (1 -  l o t , ’  V ,  e  (0 ,1 ) ,¥ «  €  [0 ,1 ].
Lemmas 3.2.11 and 3.2.12 show that V f 6 (Q , 1), Vu €  [0,1]
1-4(1. f . - I I S  -  [(1 - 4 * H 1 -  « V  , )1 ]
and the relevant Q  is found.
Thus, as required, Vn €  [ l ,o o ),  Vu €  [0,1], and V f  €  (Q , 1) 
l - 4 ( » . f . « ) l  <  m a x { ( l  -  , * )  +  , ’ lo g , ’ .
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3.2.8 Lem m a . Define the functions a,b,c : (0 ,1 ) X (0,1] -• R by
• ( « . « ) . .  log f >. * < « . « )  ■  1 -  f * " .  * . d e ( f ,
- £<.• +  >ie> J , ‘  V , i  (O .O .V « €  (0,11.
Proof. First note that a  +  » < 0  Vu €  (0 ,1 ],  V *  €  (0 ,1 ). This follows from  the fact
iko = io n '( i  -,*■)< o y«€(o, i|,v*e(o,n »d ( .  +  »)(«, 0) * o , i » «
a continuous extension.
So as c >  0 it is equivalent to prove a(c — b) +  b >  —3(a +  b)e which after some 
rearrangement and the observation that b =  1 -  e is equivalent to
4<a+*)-k<5« +  3*)>0.
Therefore letting f (q ,u )  denote this function it is necessary to  prove that f (q ,  u) >  0 
Vfl €  (0 ,1 ), Vu € (0 ,1 ] where
/ ( , , . ) «  4 ( « log ,’  +  (1 - , * ■ ) ) - ( 1  - « * • )  (5 . log, ’ +  J(1 - , * ■ ) )
Now
.  « l o ,  -  lo , , *  V )  + 1 ° ( V  (6«  l o , , ’  +  « 1  -  ,* ■ ) )
- < l - , ’ *)(51oí t , - 3 l o „ > . , * ' )
-  l o , , »  [(1 -  -  l )  +  6. l o , , ’ .,*'|
Making the substitution *  =  q:*“  and noting log *  =  u log q1 the term  inside the bracket 
becomes
(1 -  *X «* - 1 )  +  5 * log*.
Now consider the function g : [0,1] —► R defined by g(x ) =  ( I  — x ) (6*  — 1) +  5 * log*. 
g '(x ) =  12(1 -  * )  +  5 log *  and g"  =  -12  +  5/* so g (x ) has a maximum point at 1 with 
value 0. Uaing simple properties o f the functions 12(* -  1) and 5 lo g *  it is easy to  see 
that g '(x ) has another unique sero in (0 ,1 ). So g (x ) has only one more turning point 
in (0,1] other than *  =  1. Hence as g (0 ) =  — 1, g (x ) <  0 V * €  [0,1).
Consequently
(1 -  « ’“ )(««*" - l )  +  S « l ° * i ’ V "  < 0  V|€(0,1),V«£(0,1|
Thu. >  0 V ,  E (0 ,1 ), Vu £  (0 .1 ]. Hence / ( , . n ) >  0 V ,  £  (0 ,1 ). Vn £  (0 ,1)
as f (q ,0)  =  0 gives a continuous extension.
3.2.9 Lemma. Defíne the functions a,b,c ns in lemma 3.2.8 and define the function 
H : (0,1] x  (0 ,1 ) x  (0 ,1J —* R by
H (s , q, « )  «  ab +  (b(s  -  |) -  sc) «  -  ( « ( 1 +  e) +  2k) ex1  -  (a  +  * )*> *•,
H ( * , » , « ) <  0 V* € (0,1J, V» € (0,1),Vx € (0,1).
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Proof: From the proof o f  lemma 3.2.8 a  +  6 <  0, Vg £  (0 ,1 ), Vu €  (0 ,1). Therefore 
H (g , g ,u ) is a cubic in *  with a positive leading coefficient. Now
4^  (o( 1 + « )  +  » ) ’  +  13(a +  *)«■ (»(•- 1)  -  no)
=  fc1 [«’ (1 +  e)’  +  4ut<l +  c ) +  44’  + 34<o +  *H* -  I) -  >"<• + *))
=  -  n 'c  +  « V  +  «1 +  obr +  I 1 +  3o’ 6 +  3«**]
■  f c V  +  « V + l *  +  W  +  2a*4 +  2«*1] using c -  l - l  
■ = f c 1 [(• +  *)’  +  • ’ *’  + 3o*<n +  »)]
= 4o*[(.4.*) +  n*|’
So i f  H  ia extended to a function on R  x (0 ,1 ) x  (0 , 1] in  the obvious way =  0 at
*  2 ( a ( l + e )  +  2k ) c ± 2e — [ ( « . + » ) +  afc] a ( 1 +  c) +  2* ?  (a  +  6 +  ab)
*• =  - 3 « .  +  »(*■ =  -S ( .  +  »V  '
T h e  negative sign in front o f  the (a  +  6)  +  ab term follows from the fact that it is strictly 
negative. This is obvious as each part is negative, ( a + 6)  as mentioned above, ab trivially 
since a <  0 and 6 >  0. So
From lemma 3.2.8 * }  >  1 V * € (0 ,1 ), Vu € (0,1]. A ls o  * , - < - l V f 6 (0 ,1 ), V «  €  (0,1 ] 
as 0 <  c <  1.
Now H (0, g, ti) =  ab <  0 Vg €  (0 ,1 ), Vu £  (0,1] therefore
since H  is negative at sero and both turning points are  outside the interval [0, 1]. 
3.2.10 lem ma. Define the function K  : (0 ,1) X [0,1] —  R by
l * ( « . « ) l  £ ( 1  - » ’ )  +  « ’ i « « « ’  V j  e  ( 0, 1) , Va e  (0, 1] ,
Proof: Suppose the function / is defined on [0 ,1] by / (g )  =  (1 -  ga)  +  gJ k>gg2. Then 
/  has negative gradient Vg €  (0 ,1 ), a maximum point a t  0 with value 1 and a  minimum 
point at 1 with value 0. Hence / (g ) >  0 for all g €  (0 ,1 ).
t f (g ,0 )  =  0 Vg £ (0 ,1 ) hence the inequality is true in this case. Now
So # f(g ,u ) >  0 Vg €  (0 ,1 ), Vu £  (0,1] and
* < » , « >  S  * < « .  l )  •  (1 -  4’ )  +  » ’  » ’  v ,  e  (0, l )  .Vu e  [0 ,1] .
Th is  ia a  quadratic in (  and thua ban at moat 3 aolutkma lor =  p Tba
•B’  -  4A C ' In tbia rana ia:
H (x ,4, o ) <  0 * r £  [0 ,l ] , V j  €  (0 ,1 ) , Vo €  (0.1]
3 f ( ï .n )  =  (1 — 4*'") +  up*“  lo gp 1,
U * .« ) -  2y(l -  .M l ♦  ••)(• ’ •  -  1) -  log |*l(l +  « )*d  -  -  f***).
Then i f  y  >  V >/1 - 1,
V *€ (f* , l ) .
P r o o f : Split L an l\ and /j defined aa:
3.2.11 Lem m a . Define the function L  : R \ {0 ) x (0,1) — R by
<.(».«)•= +
« • . » )  ■  lo f  l*H i +  «>*<1 -  a «*  -  « ’ • ’ >•
Then £ . ( « , « )  =  0 if and only if ! , ( « , « )  -  / , (* , « )
Now /|(*,y) ia a  cubic in *  with a negative leading coefficient and / i(z ,y ) =  0  when 
*  =  1, *  =  -1 / y  <  - 1  or *  =  l/yJ >  1 and /i(0 ,y) =  -2 q  <  0. Therefore / i ( * , y )  <  0 
for *  €  ( 0, 1).
/a(*,y) =  0 when log|z| =  0 or when (1 -  2y *  -  y * * * ) =  0, that ia, when z  =  ±1  or 
, =  =U ± y l ! < _ 1 „ I = lÆ ü i
{ <  0. for Izl’ ,  f
>  0, for |z|
coefficient quadratic it is easy to  see that
and sign properties o f a negative leading
fa (z , f ) < 0  for
a > n » . { l , l ^ }
, < = U±j01
-1  <  *  <  min { l ,
^ ! ± £ L < . < _ 1
Also M a — 0* than f , ( a ,f )  —* -o o , and aa *  - *  ±00 then /,(*,«) - .  -oo .
So i f  f  >  (y/5 — 1) then ¡ ¡ ¿ t U  <  1 and by tbo nbovo < , ( » , « )  >  0 for <  *  <  t
Therefore, as / j(z ,y ) —» - o o  as z  - *  0+ , / i(z ,y ) and / j(z ,y ) must intersect somewhere 
in the interval (o, but not in the interval l).
Therefore, i f  the requirement that yJ >  is added, which after simplification is
y >  1, the functions /i(z,y) and /j(z,y) do not intersect in the interval [y a , l ) ,
that » ,  L (z , y )  #  0 V * €  [ f * .  l )  where y >  v ^ V ^ -  1.
3.2.12 L e m m a . Define the function J  : (0 ,1 ) x  (0,1] —  R by
-  (1 -  « ’ •Hi -  « ’ ♦*•) ± . l ° « t1 ,,~( ' (1 ’ ‘ * ^ l) + , ) ’
Then 3Q €  (0 ,1 ) »ilcb f ia i  V « £  « J ,  1), V «  £  [0,1)
W i.-H  < -  ( o  -  « ’ Hi -  «<> + 10,,” ’ % ? ^ ’ )
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Proof: Suppose u /  0 then
-  -  h i i V d  -  «*♦ *•>  -  k » « '  « ’ * *■ ( 1 -  •*■ )
- - (i‘t ;uC )i {[<1 - «*♦*•)+»*(i - «-»I a +.'**■)■
-  .k *  , ’ <i +  ,)■ [(i -  , I+*'H1 +  * '♦ ’ ■) -  V ” " ] }
=  - ( I ^ I V O 1 + + V * 1“ + V * 1" -  2«” - )
-  . lo , f >(l +  ,)• [! -  J ,1**- -  ,■*“ ] }
=  -  •“ ><* +  - 1 )
-  . k * , » ( l  +  ,)»[1  -  2, ' * 1"  -  , ’ ♦< ■ ]}.
I f  the substitution x =  q3u is made inside the bracket, noting lo g *  =  u log q3, it may
2f(l -  «X I +  f * ) ( f * *  -  I) -  +  f )* (l  -  2«* -  f*** )
Now by lemma 3.2.11 if  ç >  vA/5  -  1 this is non-sero for «  €  [ î1, 1). In fact it is an 
easy consequence from the p roof that £ .(*) <  0 for *  € (ç3, l ) .  But the substitution 
*  =  9*" gives x €  [ «3, 1) since u €  (0,1] as required. Also, as can be easily seen, the 
multiplier in front o f the bracket is positive for all q €  (0 ,1 ), for all «  €  (0,1]. Thus
Now the Taylor series expansion for logg3 =  lo g (l -  (1 — q3) )  gives log q3 <  —(1 — q3).
be written as
So as 7 ( f ,0 )  =  0 for all q €  (0 ,1 )
w  » . « ) !  <  w * .  D i -  |(i -  t ’ x i  - 14) + fo g ,a. f -, i 1. - i ^ y t q
So
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A  simple analysis o f the function 1 — y8 -  2y4 gives that J (y, 1) <  0 if  y 6 (Q o. 1) where 
Qo is the unique solution in (0 ,1) to  1 -  y8 -  2y4 = 0. I f  «  =  Vv/3- 1 then
i -  *• -  V  = V5(V?-1)0 -  ■AsJ'A-i) < o,
as the last term is negative. So Q0 <  v V 5 -  1 and J(q , 1) <  0 for all y 6 (  vA/5 -  1, l ) . 
Therefore
Wt. Dl -  -  (d  - f’Kl - 1*) + ‘o..’ ,,(1- ^ )+»)‘ ) v, e (^vS-i, l)
Hence have result, where Q  =  v V 5  -  1.
W ith the information accumulated in the previous lemmas 3.2.4-3.2.12 it is now pos­
sible to prove proposition 3.2.3 .
Proof:
=£(n(»>+k,<-+d) - r  y,<.> i*
n=l
= £  {¡(noo+v,(«+d) - j~ "  n<*) ■'*}
■ £  {jT*V.<*> - y.<*>) * + |(n(-+» -  nwi} 
= £  £  {v.w -  y,(-+«)+«(ne»+ 1) -  y,(»))} ■>»
Now
and when u =  0 or 1
V f .6 N .V y  €  (0 ,1 ).
So the maximum value occurs at a turning point o f  log {  g*$ ?u) • [ ] }  w‘t*1
respect to  u, that is
herefore consider the function X  : N  x  (0 ,1 ) x [0,1] —* C defined by
Y(n *.<-) \ , £ w + « »
'  ’  “ >‘ \ Z , ( »  +  « ) / + “  Z ,( »  +  . )
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z « ( "  +  ‘ ) m 1 + Z j < *  ( (| +  t l . - u i . ) l )
in the notation o f  lem m a 3.2.4, so
« .  U + V - H M l )  lo‘ ’  ------( , + , l - U i . ) l -----
-Jn-I + J«/| _  a »-l+2«.\
*  l° « »  — ( |+ , l . - U » . )l  • * » ( » . « . - ) .
in the notation o f  lem m a 3.2.4. Alao from  lemmas 3.2.6 and 3.2.5
with
«>1 < 1  V . € N ,V. e [0,1] ,V , € (m u  ( - jf ,  -  g j  , l j  . 
Hence log {1  +  M 0(n , q, u )} may be written as an infinite sum
£  i - r -w . , . . » - .
m«l
provided 9 is large enough. Therefore X  may be rewritten as 
giving
U r K , . - ) !  S
+  | E  ---- (A f0(n , i , t i ) )m|.
Now
■ (1 +  ')>(1  +  , * — *> .)>  J T ,(n , , , « )
,
'  — ( i + . - ' “ ■ )*
see the p ro o f o f  lemma 3.2.5
f  ______ r(1.  .
+  u l o g j ’ .
’  0 + * 5*
A,■— ■ ( ! - , - ) ( ! [Af , (n, t . u ) - A  
( l  +  , » - ' ) > ( l  +  , > - '♦ > ■ )>  X i(n ,y ,
, ( 1 -  » ’ • ) (  1 -  ■ *■-) [ * , ( - .
(1 +  9> "-»)i(l + fl>"-l+a-)a
>1
From lemma 3.2.4




T*' (,  ( ra  +  J )  1 
■‘ 0  - « ’ ■ ) ’ « > ( » . » . « )
|X(n,f,M)|
<  « “ ■'1 l « l  ( « .  t . » M ( « .  f .  « ) l  +  f 1* • *111« . < « ,  f , « K 1 -  «*■ ) ’ l
<  1 1 1(1 - » ' ) - n ’ lot,1. - ( l  -  , ’ Kl -  <*) -  logf1 *'<* ♦)* |
+  -  j ’ ) ’  +  -  , * ) ’
V» € N ,V . € [0,1].», £ (m u  j  ¡ / V j - l ,  ^1 -  ^ | , l j  
using the results o f  the previous lemmas
-  « * " *  [* • .  m u |(1 -  , * ) +  -  ,>H1 -  t‘ )  -  l° « . ' <‘ ,1/ + y , , ‘ }
+ IM. + M,XI -«*)*].
Therefore in particular
< ,*-■ [.M, mu {(1 -  ,■) + ,1k«,\ -(1 -  ,’Kl -  »*) -  b«« ‘ ,,(1(i ^ ) +,)1}
V«* € N, V f €
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So
+  (A4j +  A *a )(l -  f*)J
But lim ftiBHSs: 0 as lim f j i  k>gf2/ (l — q3)  =  — 1. Therefore
that there do actually exist q in the range given.
3.3 C onvergence T h eorem .
The results o f subsection 3.2 can now be used to  examine the behaviour o f  one point 
correlations as the c ritica l temperature is approached.
3.3.1 T h eo r em . Suppose M  €  G L(p ,C ) with its eigenvalues denoted by X i, . . . ,X p 
and Xi €  C \ (—oo, 0] fo r  t =  1 ,. ..  ,p. Define the complex numbers C{ for i =  l , . . , ,p  as
Ci =  ^ 2  c{Xi t ) .. .c(Xi t )  where e (A ) =  A +  A-1 -  2,
! & , < " < * &
and the function G  : (0 ,1 ] —► C by
3.3.2 R e m a r k . T h e  imaginary part o f  I  determines the direction o f the outward or 
inward spiral occuring in cases ( 1)  and ( 2)  which will be explained in the proof.




I f  R e  / >  0 then lim (ffa (A / )) =  +oo.
I f  R e  / <  0 then lim(<ra (A / )) =  0.
I f  1 =  0 then Um (s, (A/ )) =  1.
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P r o o f : F rom  Remark 3.2.2
=  y f (n )  in the notation o f  Proposition 3.2.3K
+J°°Y'Md‘
Therefore
lim {lo g (< r , (A f  ) ) }  =  lim  Ü Ü 2  4- lim r  Y.l*\ A*
( t )
the first term  being straightforward, the last given by Proposition 3.2.3. Now
which is some complex number Re / +  i  Im /, since it is a  definite integral o f  a function 
continuous on  [0, lj. So if  / 0 the ( [e~ U )  term will dom inate and the behaviour is as
follows:
(1 ) Re / >  0 ; Im  / >  0 : “ limf , i  f f °  Yt (x )d x  =  oo +  oo*"
That is  <<ra (A f ) )  spirals outwards in an anticlockwise direction as t  ]  1.
(2 ) R e/  >  0 ; Im /  <  0 : “lim ^ i Y,(z)dz  =  oo -  o o i"
That is  (<ra (A/)) spirals outwards in a clockwise direction as s f  1.
(3 ) Re / <  0 ; Im  / >  0 : f f °  Yt (x )d x  =  — oo +  o o i"
That is (<ra (A/ )) spirals inwards to  zero in an anticlockwise direction as s f  1.
(4 ) Re / <  0 ; Im  / <  0 : “ l im , i, Vf  ( * )  dx =  - o o  — oo i”
That is (<ra (A/ )) spirals inwards to  zero in a  clockwise direction as • f  1.
so make the substitution y  =  q,m~l to  get
But
^ r m i y = r  a u _ ,
ft! J0 V Jo V
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(5 ) Im / =  O s o / = R e /  and /.°° Vf  ( * )  dz =  agn(/)oo"
That is i f  / >  0 then lim .„(<ra (A / )) =  oo
and i f  / <  0 then l im . „ ( « a (M ) )  m 0.
( 6)  Re/ =  0 a o /  = lm /i and F °  Yf ( * ) d *  -  sgn (Im / )o o f
That ia i f  Im / >  0 then (<rm (A # )) rotates anticlockwise around the circle o f 
radiua R
and i f  Im  / <  0 then (<ra (A# )) rota te« clockwise around the circle o f radius R 
where R  =  exp {R e  ( f  log ( l  +  £ i . i  */ < *)) }■
Hence the interesting case occurs when 1 =  0.
Applying L ’Hopital'a Rule have
So placing this in equation ( f )  have
Bra!<*<,,. ( « »  .  I  log 1 1 +  — i  log I 1 +  £  j j j  +  0
=  0
Therefore lim( f i ( f f a (A#) )  =  1.
Theorem 3.3.1 gives a classification o f the critical limit o f one point correlations, which 
will be investigated more thoroughly in the next section. But first some remarks on the 
negative eigenvalue situation.
3.3.2 R e m a r k . Firstly the special case when the eigenvalue is —1. From Proposition 
l>0 1 1
This is the square o f  the spontaneous magnetization for the Ising model, thus its critical 
temperature behaviour is already known, see [O l ] ,  [0 2 ], [ Y l ]  and [M l,C h ap ter X ] for 
example, namely
Um<«a ( - 1 ) )  =  0.
Consequently, in some ca--~, the value —1 could be added as a permissible value for 
an eigenvalue with its treatment being separate from the others. T h a t is, suppose the 
eigenvalues o f  M  are A i , . . . ,  and -1  w ith  the reduced matrix M ' having eigenvalues 
A i , . .. ,A j_ i .  I f  M ' satisfies Theorem 3.3.1 cases (2 ) or (3 ) then
hm(«ra ( A / ) ) = 0 .
I f  however M '  satisfies case (1 ) then the lim it is not clear. This is due to  the fact that 
Lemma 3.2.1 fails i f  A =  — 1. Consequently Rem ark 3.2.2 fails meaning Lemma 3.2.4 ( i )  
fails and this bound plays a crucial role in th e  convergence argument. Having said this 
I would suggest that i f  the limit exists then it  is sero since the individual entries o f  the 
infinite product tend to  sero as q tends to  1.
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V
For A negative with A /  -1 ,  defining the aequence
«» =  ®*P *«>«(—A)J , for / € Z {,
or equivalently
fn =  « « P  [~^ ^ lJf |^ -lo« (~ A ) ]  ■ for n €  N ,
«n €  (0 ,1 ) for all n, q„ =  1 but for each « „  (<r. ( A ) ) ^ , . ,  =  0. T h ia  suggesta
that for matrices with auch eigenvalues the limit as a f 1 ia aero i f  any auch lim it actually 
exiata.
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Se c t io n  4
A n  E x a m p l e  o p  a  N o n -t r iv ia l  L im it in g  O n e  P o in t  C o r r e l a t io n
4.1 In trod u c tio n .
The previous section gave a condition for a  matrix with non-negative eigenvalues to 
have a  mo nod ro my field which has non-degenerate, not sero or infinity, critical limit
satisfies this condition has not been shown. It  is this matter which is considered in this 
section.
4.1.1 N o t a t io n . Let denote the permissible values o f  c i , . . . ,Cp, that is,
Then the object o f  interest is the set o f points in with / (c i , . . .  ,Cf) =  0 which will 
be denoted by Cf .
4.2  In v es tig a tio n  o f  C* fo r  p  =  1,2.
4.2.1 P r o p o s it io n .
( 1 )  0€<? Vpfcl.
( 2)  C ‘  =  ( 0) .
P r o o f : (1 ): 7 (0 ,. . . ,0 )  =  0 is obvious. This is equivalent to  M  being the identity 
matrix and is the ‘ trivial’ situation referred to  above.
so the argument is either in the interval [0, » )  or ( —w, 0] depending on whether b >  0 or 
b <  0 for all y €  [0,1]. That is
correlation. However, as yet, the existence o f  any non-trivial matrix which actually
< * - { < » ......... < * ) € < ? : « , .  £  «<»/.)•■■<<»(,>*> I » -
»S ii < -< iif ip
«(A.) «  A, +  A, G C \ (-oo, 0]Vi -  I...... , }
and define the map I  : CfR —» C  by
( Ï ) :  1(c) =  £ ----- >--------------- *■ dy, where
V
e €  C j, =  { c € C : e = A  +  X~l  — 2, A €  C  \ (- o o ,0 )  }  
C  C  \ ( —o o ,—4 ].
Suppose c =  a +  ib then
I f  b =  0 then e =  a so c is real.
Since for all y  €  (0 ,1 ]
it is simple to  see that
That is 7 (c ) =  0 i f  and only if  e  =  0. So C1 =  {0 } .
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N o t e . In the above the definition log(x ) =  log |*| +  in rgx  waa used where the branch 
o f  the logarithm waa taken along the negative real axis.
4 .2 .2  R e m a r k . Th is  proposition may appear a bit discouraging as it says, for the scalar 
case ( p = l ) ,  there exist no non-identity complex numbers A € C \ ( - 00,0] which have a
However the reason for this is the ‘lack o f  freedom’ in the scalar case which will now 
be explained. From the proof o f Proposition 4.2.1 to  get / (e ) sero the imaginary part 
o f  e must be aero, thus / (e ) is now only determined by the real part o f  c and this one 
variable dependence is not sufficient to  get a  non trivial solution. Tha t is one variable 
does not provide sufficient ‘ freedom’ for a non-trivia) solution to  exist. However for 
the larger dimensional cases (p  >  2)  there are more variables present and hence more 
‘freedom ’ so a non-trivia] solution is possible. I t  is this that w ill now be shown by 
considering the simplest case p =  2.
4 .2 .3  P r o p o s it io n .
P r o o p : By Proposition 4.2.1 (1 ) it is sufficient to  find non-sero c , ,c j  €  C j, such that 
/ (e i ,e i )  =  0. To simplify this problem somewhat, consider the restriction where c (A ,) 
and c (A j) are real thus forcing c, and c j to  be real by definition.
Now denote c (A i) and c (A j) by e and d respectively then
Hence the permissible values o f  Ci and c j are those in the shaded area o f  RJ shown 
below.
relation lim, . t . M » »
c' 2 (0).
c, d €  ( —4 ,00), ci =  c +  d and c j  =  ed.
Thus
• % <  c + A  s  e ,
0 < (c +  4Kd + 4) =  O  + 4c, +  16,
and 0 <  c j -  4cj as c, d real.
C,*-4c,-0
Define the function Fei,ea : [0,1) —» R by
^ /.a . Vi«* +  (2c i +  c,)y  +  c ,y a]
--------- (IT »)5------- '
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V
Now using log( 1 +  * )  <  *  for *  /  0
Jo V
by a simple calculation.
Thus i f  c j =  - f lc i then I (c \, c j )  <  0.
By a simple analysis o f the function see Remark following this proof, i f  c2 =
-A cx then FCl, „ ( y )  >  0 for all y €  (0 ,1 )  so / (c i.c j) >  0.
Hence, by continuity, for each c\ such that 0 <  Cj <  8 there exists a  c2(c ,)  such that
-4ci <  cj(ci) <  -6e, and /(ci,ca(c i)) =  0.
That is (c i ,c 2( e i ) )  €  C2 for 0 <  e i <  8 so C1 ^  {0 }.
4.2.4 R k m a r k . The proof o f  Proposition 4.2.3 demonstrated the existence o f  a partic­
ular set o f non-zero points in C3 w ithout specifying if  these were the only such points
in C2. This problem is now considered: _____
(1 ). Suppose ci and c2 are real then either c(A i ),c(A 3)  are real or c (A i) =  c(A2).
I):  I f  c(A i ),c(A2)  are real then the situation is as in Proposition 4.2.3 and it is fairly 
simple to  see the following:
( • ) I f  e , ,e  j > 0 then / (c „ c , ) > 0.
(t>) I f  c i =  0 ,c j 0 then / (* . ,* * ) has the
(e ) I f  e i /  0, c3 = 0 then /(c i .cj) has the
(<«) I f e , < 0 then I  (ex,a ) < 0.
(• ) I f  ei > 0 ,4 c i +  cj > 0 then / (c i,c a) > 0.
(0 I f  ci >  0,6ci + c j £ 0 then 7 (c i,c a) < 0.
This gives the following picture.
l (C , ,C j)< 0
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Thin explains the restriction, in the proof o f Proposition 4.2.3, o f  c ( t o  the range 
0 <  C| <  8 as the existence o f a c j such that / (c i,c2) <  0 for c1 >  8 is not known. 
W ith  e j +  4ci <  0, which is true in the area o f  interest, it is possible to  deduce the 
follow ing about the function FCt,€t( y ) defined in the proof o f  Proposition 4.2.3 (See 
Appendix for the proof.):
( i )  ' • . „ . . « » - 0  n . « m > o
m  o > > - i  : . o • i) > o.
Hence for 0 <  c> <  Id  the logarithm in / (c i .c j )  can be rewritten as an in fin ite sum. 
Tak ing the integral through the sum this may be calculated leading to  th e  following 
infinite sum evaluation o f  7(c|, c2).
w ith e =  2 +  c j/ c i.
T h is  infinite sum can then be used to  approximate the c2( c i )  given in Proposition 
4.2.3. For c\ =  1 this gives an approximate value for c2 o f  -5.93.
I I ) :  c (A j )  =  c (A j) =  a +  ib say, where b jb 0.
Then Cj =  2a and c2 =  aa +  b3 so changing to  polar coordinates
where r  >  0 and 0 € ( - » ,  0 ) U (0, #).
Hence i f  cos* >  0 then G ,,t (y ) >  0 for all y  €  (0 ,1 ) and / (2 rcos0 ,r* ) >  0. 
Using log( 1 +  x )  <  x  for x /  0
(3 )  Vci such that 0 <  C| <  16, Bpo €  (0 ,1 ) such that
0 < < 1 : -  0 : r , < o.
where
I(2 r  cos 0
=  r cosfi +  r*/12 =  r (c o s6 +  r/12).
Therefore if  0 <  r  <  12 and cos 9 <  -r/ 1 2  then 7 (2r cos0 ,r3)  <  0. 
Th is  gives the following picture.
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So, by continuity, for 0 <  r  <  12 there exists a 0 (r ) such that 
0 >  coa 0(r) >  - r /12 and /(2rc o s 0, r a)  =  0.
Solving the equation
A + A- * =  ( *  +  *»), y # 0 ,
or alternatively
A* — ( *  +  « » A  +  1 - 0 ,
for A demonstrates that a  A exists that is strictly complex for all *  +  iy  w ith  y j i  0. 
Hence all the values a +  »6 €  C  \ R  used in the previous argument are possible and the 
values o f  c> and Cj given by 2rcos0 and r3 respectively are permissible. Therefore the 
points given above are further points in C3.
(2 ) . One o f  C i.c, is real the other is strictly complex.
This set has no points in C3. This can be easily seen as follows:
The imaginary part o f  / (c i,c a)  equals
I  . » ( - < - * « » + ■ > • )  * ,
depending on which e< is complex. An  argument similar to  that in Proposition 4.2.1 (2 ) 
gives this is non-sero and hence (c i ,e a)  £  C3.
(3 ) . ci and c j are both strictly complex.
Cannot really say much about this particular case. One problem is the description 
o f  values which are permissible. I f  C a is considered, ignoring the points where the 
logarithm would not be defined as these cannot be permissible, the following can be
Suppose cj = a j  +  ibj for j  =  1,2
( i )  61,63 have to  be in the shaded area for the possibility that (c i.c a ) €  C3.
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4 .2 .5  R e m a r k . For the c u e  (1 ) I ):  above, aa c j approaches — (4cj +  16) the logarithm 
tends to  — oo at y =  1. T h is  suggests that / (e i.c j)  <  0 for some c j (c i )  in the interval
( - (4 e ,  +  16) +  c<e,), - (4 e ,  +  16))
T h is  in turn suggests that there exists a c^ (cj) such that
=  0 for all ci >  0.
Sim ilarly for the case (1 )  I I ) :  as cos® approaches —1, i.e. 9 tends to  w, the minimum 
value o f  Gr,$(y) tends to  — 1 causing the logarithm to  tend to  —oo at th is point. This 
suggests that
7 (2rcostf,ra)  <  0 for some 9 (r) with cos0 (r) €  ( - 1 , - 1  + e ( r ) ) .
Hence this suggests that there exists a  f f 'fr ) such that
/(2rcos0\ r * )  =  0 for all r  >  0.
These remarks show tha t C3 contains points other than those given in the proof o f 
Proposition 4.2.3. However its complete structure is still unclear.
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4.3 In ves tiga tion  o f  £7.
The structure o f  this set is n o t clear for p >  3, as shown by the previous analysis o f 
C1, however the following properties can be seen fa irly easily:
( 1)
{ 0}  ■  c* c  c *  c  • • c  c *  c . .  •
where the inclusion Ck —* Ck+l is the map which takes
(et ........e * )  €  C* •— * (e j ........ e * ,0) € C * +1.
This is equivalent to  embedding the k x k m atrix corresponding to  the element 
o f C* in a (k  +  1) x  (A  +  1) matrix by adding a  1 on the diagonal.
Hence &  2  {0 }  for a ll p >  3, that is, for p >  3 there exist non-trivial p x p  
matrices Mr whose monodromy one point correlation ( r (  (M , ) )  has a critical 
limit.
(> )
c *  x  r *  c  c " +m .
The map at this level is equivalent to placing the n x n matrix and the m x  m 
matrix down the d iagonal to form an (n  +  m ) x  (n  +  m ) matrix. The formula at 
the C* level is not given  as it is not very illuminating. Note that the map given 
in ( 1)  is a special caae o f  this map when n =  k and m =  1.
( » )  i f
/♦ = .. .c p) e C ' :  l  +  j  
1 <■
| > l  V ,£ [0 ,1 ]J
and
/ .  =
{<"•
l  +  J  
1 u ( ( T + » f )
| < 1  V jre  [0 ,1 ]|
then £7 n (/ + u  / - )  =  ( 0 ) .
I f  fory =  i , . . . ,p  with p  >  3
' f - f ( c ........ < * ) € C ' : c € C n n , . / i ; '"< («/ ) f i o )
then £7 n U f .
This follows from a s im ilar argument to  that in Proposition 4.3.1 for the imagi­
nary part o f  / ( « , , . . .  ,Cp) since only one o f  the Ct’n, namely cj in I j , has a non-aero 
imaginary part.
(5 ) A slight generalisation o f  (4 ) is given by the following:
Suppose C j= a j +  ibj for j  =  1 ,. ..  ,p. Then i f  the non-sero bj’s are all o f  the 
same sign the argument remains in [0 , » )  or ( - f , 0 ]  and thus ( c i , . . .  ,<y) ^  £7.
(0 ) In fact i f  for all y €  (0 ,1 )  either
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N  =  t*i +  2na +  • • • +  pnf  -  1,
M  =  2r»i +  4na +  • • • +  2pnp.
See Appendix for a proof o f this.
N o t e . Each non-sero point o f  Cf , or indeed C ^ , actually corresponds to  a  fam ily o f 
matrices since it only depends on the eigenvalues o f the m atrix  and is invariant under 
the transformation A m  A-1 . The origin, however, only corresponds to the identity 
matrix.
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Se c t io n  5
N  P o in t  C o r r e l a t io n s
5.1 In trod u ction .
The two previous sections deslt with one point correlations and their critical limits. 
Th is  section will consider higher order correlations. Unfortunately, as yet, there are no 
concrete results concerning critical lim its only a conjecture. The starting point for this 
analysis is the ‘ product formula* , see [P 4 ] or [P3], which is stated below for reference.
5.1.1 T h eo r e m . Suppose that gk e G L q (  H ) for k =  1, . . . ,  N  with
5.2  C on jec tu re  fo r  l im it in g  N  p o in t  correla tion s.
The ‘product formula’ given in Theorem  5.1.1 gives rise to  the following two Corol­
laries when applied to  the specific case o f  monodromy fields.
5.2.1 COROLLARY. Suppose Afj € G L (p ,C ) and has no negative eigenvaluem for j  =  
1........n. Then
P r o o f : By definition T (< r .(A / )) =  e , (A f ) .  The condition on the eigenvalues o f M j 
implies that dj is invertible for all j  =  1 ,. . .  ,n. Hence Theorem 5.1.1 gives the above
T(,„) -  C. -  [“* CGt«(H)
Suppose aiso that dk is invertible for each k =  1 ,. . . .  N. Then
N
<#i #n > -
provided (g\ - ■ g s ) /  0, where:
L denotes the N  x N  block matrix with en trier
for i <  k,
for i >  k,
and for i  =  k
l i t  =  0
and R  =  R\ ©  R7 ©  ■ • • ©  R "  where
o
where L and R have the structure defined above with
< • < « » - < • . ( * » .  v i e  I ’ .
5.2.2 N o t a t io n . Let the expression (1 +  LR ) present in Corollary 5.2.1 be denoted by
X (M t .......Mn : .. .........a»)
and let
X (U , ....... « . )  "  X ( V ..........Aim : a.........• ).
5.2.3 C o r o l l a r y . Suppose M j €  G L(p,C ) and has no negative eigenvalue* for j  =
1....... n. Then
< ».,  ( A # i ) . . . (A/. ) )  =  ( » ( * / «  Mn))
detaX (A i i .......
detaX (A f , , .
« ! . • • • . «n )
.A # .)
P r o o f : A p p ly  the product formula to
< *(A # ,...A # ,. )) =  < * (A # , ) . . . * (A f , . ) ) .
This together with Corollary 5.2.1 gives the result.
5.2.3 C o n j e c t u r e . //,lim ,ti(< r(A # i. . .  M „)) exists then
lim ,Ti(«r ., (M t ) . . (M n)) exists.
5.2.4 R e m a r k . T o prove this conjecture the existence o f  a limit for the determinant 
expression is required. This appears intractable at the present since s„ (M ) £ G L q , (H f ) 
where Qc denotes the critical temperature Q, that is Qe =  lim .ji Q. Note the conjecture 
is trivially true when d| =  • ■ • =  a «  as expressions are equal.
5.3 O rd e r  d ep en d en ce  o f  correla tion s.
Another problem to consider is the invariance/variance o f  the n point correlations 
under the obvious action o f Sn, namely permuting the entries. In other words to  what 
extent does the order o f the monodromy fields in the correlation matter.
5.3.1 L e m m a . Suppose #a(a  -  b) =  0 and » i ( a )  <  » i (A ) .  Then
(1) a.(Af)w*(N) = ff»(A#NAf->.(Af).
(2 ) e > (N )*m(M )  =  e .(M )< rt (M -l N M ).
P r o o f : First note from [P2,(2.22>]
s (M )x s (M )-x =  *  +  (/  ®  (M  -  / ))  />,/,*
=  « -■  +  ( / » ( « - ■  -  o )
» * - "  ( / + ( / » ( * / - ■ - / ) )  />,„).
I t  is a simple consequence o f this that for p >  0
+  I ) )  P [ - p , 0 ] ) ,
. (M ).- '. (M )- ' =  . - » ( / + ( ; »  (/ *- ' -  /)) P|0.ri)
From the defintion o f t (M )  it is simple to deduce that for / <  0
( ! )  e(A#AT) (/  +  (M  -  I)P [1 ,0]) =  (/ +  (A# -  l )P ( l ,  0 ])s (M N )
=  e .  9 1, +  « ♦  ®  A f N  +  Pff.O ) ®  (A f  — I ) ,
and for k >  0
<U
«(A * * ) ( /  +  ( * - >  -  /)PfO.*J) -  ( l  +  { M N M ~ l N ~ l N ~ l  -  /)P|0, A]) b(M  N )
•  f -  ®  /, ♦  c + ®  MAT +  P fl). ft] 9  -  /).
b( M N ) ( !  +  (A f  -  /)/»(/,01) D (M N ) - X -  (/  +  (A f  -  / )P [f,0 ]) t (M  N )D (M  N )~ x 
=  (/  +  (A # -/ )P [ f ,0 ] ) i (A / A r ) .
But the right hand side is in the domain o f  T q  so
r„ (s (A f Af)(/ ♦ (A/ -  f p f l , f l | ) i > ( M * r a)  = rQ((/ +  (A f  -  l)P[l,0))i{MN)) 
and it is simple to  see that this can be rewritten as
r« <«<mn)) r <D(«»» r„ </ + («  -  /)P|/,oi)
= r» ( /+ < « -  /)»>(/, o]) r, «MW» r (o<mao)
That ia, i f  I denote« (1,0)
r l w v i n W M » ) ' '  -  n O H M M r 'iO H / r t .
But
«r(A f * )# » ( ! # ) » < * ) * 1 =  » ( M ^ M A f  )-*# ,<  A#) 
*  * (A # A r A # - > , (A f ) ,
» , (A f  V r(A / )- ‘ rr(A f A f ) =
so for / <  0
<r,(M)<r(N) =  <r(M N  M ~ x)<n(M).
Here the following resulU o f  [P 2 ] have been used
= (d e l«)'.<■—”>r„ (.„<Af ).„(«)-'),
and » . ( « M » ) - '  »  « . ( V ) - ' n _ ( M )  »ban  • , (> »  -  u ) -  0 
N o »  if n denote* r (T )*>  =  T ( T ) -  then
n.(M)»,(W) = .r(<),'e..,(MW»)r(t) ' ‘ ,<‘ 1
= *r(t)*>»(*f * « • '  ( » . - . ( M j n » ) - * ' * - 1 by the above
= *r(»)*‘»(AfivM-|)r(«)-‘ ,r<«)*'»(M)r(»)—•»-‘
»  » i ( A f N A / - ' ) » . (M ) .
I f  yV is replaced by M ~ 'N M  the other result follows.
By the same method the result
<r.(A#y*(Ar) =  *> (N )e a( N - xM N ),
where * t(a ) >  * i ( 6)  and w3(a -h )  =  0 can be obtained from the equality (2 ). However, 
since aA,n and M  can all vary this result can be obtained from the one given.
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5.3.2 Co ro llar y . I f  #a(o -  * ) =  0 then
<#.(*)#*<*)) - w v y .w y
P r o o f : Assume a <  b (For a >  b switch roles of a and 6.)
By definition
s(M  N  M ~ l )  «  (1 ®  Af)s(A T)(l ®  M ~ l ), 
and s(Af) may be written as
s (W ) =. ( I  ® W )a (W )(l  » « ■ ' ) ■
Thus the factorisation of < r(M N M ~x)  and <r(Af) can be written as
» ( w atw - ' )  -  r ,  ( ( i®  M)£(/VK1 ® w -■)) r „  (o  ® M )D (w )(i ® w - 1) ) , 
<r(W) =  r ,  ((1 ® W) 1 (M )(1 «  w -1)) r „  ((1 ® W)D(W)( 1 ® W 1) ) .
But (1 ®  A/) and(l ®  W - *) i r t  trivially in the domain of r ,  hence the above can be 
rewritten as
r<i« U)T„ (!(«)) r (£)(«)) ,r(i ® «-■),
and
r (t  ® w).r<, (a(M)) r  (C(/v)) x ( i  ® w - 1),
respectively. Therefore as T  and x commute with both (1 ® M )  and (1 ®  M ~ l ) 
» . ( W W W ' K i W )  m f ( l ®  « ) e . ( W ) < ^ . ( « ) ^ ( l ® M - , ).
( » . ( « ) . ,  (JV)) =  ( e , ( M A ( M - 'K ( V ) )
=  (r ( i  ® w )»,(A i)».(W ) r ( i « « ' ' ) )
=  ( . , ( « ) ♦ . ( « ) )
5.3.3 C o r o l l a r y . Suppose ir3(a ,) =  a and V ,  £ G L (p ,C ) is upper triungulur for aII 
i  =  1, . . . ,  n. Let w £ Sn and let
» ( # „ ( 3/ , ) . . . # , .  (A/*))
denote the action o f  the permutation r  on the monodromy Helds. Then
< * ,) . . e . .  (Wo)) = <•(»., (W ,) a . .  (W o))).
Pr o o f : Need only examine the case when x is a transposition. Hence consider
• • • F « i . i ( W ( . i ) r iJ (W / )r j l t l ( i i/ (+ i). . .
Using Lemma 5.3.1 repeatedly this may be rewritten as
. . .  * s i- l ( A r j - i) 'a i (£o)*^ + i(M ’j+ i) .. .e ..(A L ,) ,
rhere
*r,. x , .x,.,u ,xf.\ x^\xf' x‘ - { L. iH>!|
• . . - f  / if Oj <  a*
with V* -  {  ^
For . +  1 <  *  <  i  -  1,
• J M ,M kM ; '
* l A f *  * • * > • *
with for •' +  1 <  4 <  i ,
\ Mk
i f  a4 <  at 
i f  a4 >  a*.
As the Afr for r  =  1 , . . . ,  n are upper triangular M k are upper triangular and moreover
for k =  . . .  , j
d iag (M t )  =  d ia g (M »)
Therefore aa the correlation can be expressed as the determinant o f  an upper triangular 
matrix in this case with the diagonal entries derived from the diagonal entries o f the 
M r
(a ., (Af|) (A#.)) = (a ,,(M i) . .. #.,_1(A/<_ i) r . , ( X r<)r^ 41(A/4+, ) ...
• • • * . i - A * ‘ i - i ) * * A H i ) * . i . , ( M i + l ) . <r..(A/„)>
= <#..(A#i)... w .4_I(A#4_ ,K , ( A / i )w..41(A#<+, ) .
#.i .,(A#i - i)w .,(A f4)» .^ 1(A/i+ ,)  a«.(A/„)).
5.3.4 R e m a r k . Corollary 5.3.3 suggests that for n >  2, ( * « ,  (A f t ) ..  .«r ., (A / „)) is not 
Sn invariant for general M it though it is i f  the M t commute among themselves or there 
exists an S  € GL(p, C ) such that S M iS ~ l  is upper triangular for all i  =  1 ,. ..  ,n.
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Se c t io n  6
Bo s o n -F e rm io n  C o r r e s po n d e n c e
6.1 Introduction .
Boson-Fermion correspondence is the term used by physicists to describe the linking 
o f boson (C C R  algebra) and fermi (C A R  algebra) systems essentially through projective 
representations o f loop groups. The particular situation o f  interest here is that o f 
‘ temperature states’ on loop groups as described in (C5). A  brief summary o f  this 
now follows.
6.2 Sum m ary.
Let H =  ¿ ‘ (S 1, C ) and A (H )  the C A R  algebra over H. Define the one parameter 
group ( r i  : t €  {0 ,4 » ])  by
r l f ( . )  -  « “ '■ , ( •  +  <>. »  €  S .  a C S '  -  (0 ,2 »)
and let A denote the generator so that
M * )  =  (-id / d , +  1/2)  # (s ).
Now i f  the operator Ag is defined as
e ~ ' fc( l  +  e“ * * ) - 1
the ( r , 0 )  KM S (temperature) state ug, 0 € (0 ,oo ) is the quasi-free state determined 
by Ag, where r  refers to  the evolution (automorphism group) o f A (H ) induced by ( r , ) .
Note that Ag — P -  uniformly as 0 — oo where P _ is the projection onto the subspace 
o f £ * (5 * ,  C )  whose elements have fourier expansions in etkt with no k positive or aero 
terms. T h e  projective representation o f the loop group o f  U ( l )  corresponding to  /*_ 
giving rise to  a boson-fermion corespondence was studied in [C7].
Let wg be the representation o f  A (H ) corresponding to  the state wg. This is given 
in the usual “doubling up" manner, so that wg ~  t p »\a (H90) where A (H  ®  0 ) is the 
subalgebra o f A (H  ©  H ) and p£  is the projection on H  ©  H  given by the 2 x  2 matrix
(  a ,  ¿ ¡ " ( i - * > * ' ’ )
( ¿ p o - i t , ) ' / »  > - ■ « »  ) '
with wp 0 denoting the Fock representation defined by P ? . Then wpt  and r ^ -  are
Also wg and are quasi-equivalent.
I f  , +7 smooth maps from  S l  to  1/(1) define the unitary operator ¿o n  K  =  H  ©W  
to be multiplication by the function
The multiplicative group o f  all such operators is denoted by Map (S 1, 1/(1) x  1/(1)). 
Each element o f the group induces an automorphism o f  A (K )  which is implemented in 
the representation wp» .  The  subgroup o f particular interest is Map (5 I ,C/(1)) which
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f  Let Tf(4) represent the implementer o f  this automorphism in wp$ then the operators 
I > {1 )  lor 4 €  M a p  (S ‘ ,l/ ( 1)) define a o -representation o f  this group with the 2-cocycle, 
» ,  being independent o f  /). Moreover if  L  m M ap (S ',R ),  L  ©  L  can be identified with 
the Lie algebra o f  M a p ^ '. f / t l )  x  1/(1)) and
I f  the s tarting point is now reversed, that is, define a projective representation o f 
Map (S 1, t / ( l ) )  using the function given above. I f  a ‘b lip’  0 a ,A is defined as
where y «,*  denotes the ‘kink’ function defined by
and I> ( . )  denotes the projective representation then as A —* I ,  Ba \ converges to  a 
fermion operator B (g), g € I * (S * ,C )  »“  •  suitable sense. M oreover the time dependence 
o f  the ‘blips’ is given  by
and this gives th a t the function defined above is a KM S state for the C*-algebra gener­
ated by the B (g ) ,  g €  L * (S * ,C ) with evolution given by { r , } .  Hence by the uniqueness 
o f KM S states on  the C A R  algebra this is the same as the state originally defined at 
the beginning through Ap. For more details o f these constructions see [C5], [C 6], [C7 ] 
and [C IS ] for example.
p(4), d €  M a p (5 ‘ , 1/(1) x l / ( l ) )
is a representation o f  the CCR  algebra over with
A - W ) ,  î î H h >(s ' , i / ( i ))
a representation o f  the C C R  algebra over L. Also
W  exp i my i
V *1*0
d (s) =  exp i(n<  +  / » « '* * ) .
where
with the sum o ve r  non-sero k.
I « . . » I *
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Se c t io n  7
Bo so n -F e r m io n  C o r r e s po n d e n c e  
w it h  C h e m ic a l  P o t e n t ia l  ft
7.1 In trod u ction .
This section will extend slightly the notion  o f  Boson-Fermion correspondence given 
in section 0 to  include sn extra variable ft in  the  KM S state. This variable ft is referred 
to  as the chemical potential and appears in th e  quantum statistical mechanics picture, 
particularly in the formulation o f Bose-Einstein Condensation on the C C R  side. 
Consider the one parameter group { r f  : t €  {0 ,4 » ] } where
r f# (s )  =  e- * » , ( s  + 1), ft € R, g € I * ( S ' , C ).
Then h* defined by
* * # (• )  =  ( - id / d s -  f t )g (t )
is the generator o f  r f  and hMgn =  (n  — ft)gn where I denotes the corresponding operator 
on the fourier transform space with
Each r f  induces an automorphism o f  A (H ) ,  H  — ,C ),  via
« ( f )  *-* « (^ f f ) .
and hence there is a  corresponding automorphism group r f  given by the above. So the 
(v**,/?) KMS state uiptM for 0  G (0 ,oo), ft €  R  is the quasi-free state determined by Apit, 
where AgiM is the operator
e - ' fc- ( l +  « - ' * ' ) ■ *  •
Tha t is
<‘’0,|l(a(«i)*a(f3))  =  ( f j . A ^ f i ) # .
Taking fourier transforms gives
> ( i  +
7.1.1 R e m a r k . A s /J —► oo, where
f  0 for »• >  M  
\ 1 for n <  [p]
{ 0 fo r  n >  ft 1/2 fo r  n  =  ft 
1 fo r  n  <  ft
* * €Z.
with [* ) denoting the integer part o f x. T h is  is interpreted physically as the property 
that only particles with energy less than o r equal to  ft occur, which is described as the 
Fermi sea, see [B4.P55].
Let * 0,0 denote the representation o f  A (H )  determined by . Th is  may be realised
by the usual ‘doubling up’ procedure [ P l l ] ,  S et K  =  H  ©  H  and define the projection 
P i *  : K  —  K  by the 2 x 2 matrix
pf.it _  f Af
U}2< i-W '
O - W ' *
V » - • v . ] •
/
then ia the restriction to  the subalgebra A(H  ®  0 ), isomorphic t o  A (H ),  o f the 
C A R  algebra A (K )  over A  o f  the Fock state VpP+ on A (# f )  defined by P * 'm. Moreover 
the cyclic vector tip,? for the representation f r »,. corresponding to  u p ».m is also cyclic 
and separating lor A(H  ®  0 ) and
7.1.2 L e m m a . The representation o f A (K ) m equivalent to  the representation
r ^ >  where
'=■■[• *]•
with P .  the operator whose four ter transform acts as
. f  0 for n >  0
' - » ■ ■ I f c  for n <  0 ’
and /%. =  1 -  P - .
P r o o f : Wp#., and » p -  are equivalent i f  and only i f  ( F t *  -  PS°) <■ »  H ilb ert Schmidt
operator [P l l ] -  This is true i f  P -  — AplM and AlJ\  (1 — Ap^ ) 1 1^ are H ilb ert Schmidt 
operators. Now examining the fourier transforms o f these operators it can be  easily seen 
that
2 »T t~ » (< " . .  -  A j . , )  =  -  £  « - « " - » >  ( l  +  +  £  ( l  +  ,
ntO » 1
and j
-  A ,. , ) )  ■= £ , - W - r t  ( l  +  , - « — » ) ) ■  .
So (P _  — AptH) and (A p ^ (l  — A p „ )) are trace class as
¿ ( l  +  e *“‘ «> )" ‘ < «>  G H.Vi? € (O.oo),
n*l
by comparison with £ A / n J where K  is fixed by 0  and p. Hence ( P _  — Ap,„) and 
(1 — Ap^yt*  are Hilbert Schmidt operators as required.
7.1.3 R e m a r k . The representations *p l0 and *p_ are quasi-equivalent. T h is  follows if 
and only i f  the operators (1 — AptP) x^  — P + and Alp * — P .  are H ilbert Schmidt. Now
-  aJ2)P_ = 13 (1 _ (l +
«<0 v
2xT race (l -  (1 -  A p + )U')P +  =  ^  ( l  -  ( 1 - f  * - * • - * • > )- * / » )  <  oo, 
a^O
(1 -  A , . „ )P _  -  A ^ P *  =  P .  -
So the operators (1 -  A ^ ’ ) P . ,  (1 -  (1 -  Ap # ) , ' * ) P f>  (1 -  A p .* )P _  and  A p ,„P+ are 
trace class. Using
< 4 2  -  +  0  -
« 1  -  A , , ) 1»  - / ■ ♦ ) • « ! -  a , . , ) 1«  -  P+ )  =  (1 -  A S. „ ) P .  +  <1 -  (1 -
the result is obtained.
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7.1.4 R e m a r k . The above lemma and remark were written in some detail aa the fact 
that aome opera tor a are in fact trace claaa will be o f  great importance in a later aection 
where the Hilbert Schmidt condition ia not aufficient.
7.1.5 R e m a r k . The operator defined aa
Moreover from the reaulta o f the previous remark 7.1.3 ( l - H ' i , * )  ia a  trace claaa operator 
and det Wfii0 ■  1.
7.3 T h e  a c tio n  o f  Map (S \ i/ (1 ) ) .
Let d i.  be smooth maps from S l to  1/(1), that ia elementa o f  Map (S ',  1/(1)). 
Define the unitary operator d on K  to  be multiplication by the function
and let Map (5 1, t/ ( l )  x  1/(1)) denote the multiplicative group o f auch operators Theae
These automorphia me are implemented in the representation , see remark below,
7.2.1 R e m a r k . For implementability require that (dPS® -  PJ°d ) w •  Hilbert Schmidt 
operator [S4]. The  property that
for d  smooth, d (s )  =  1/^3# d *«**4, enables this to  be deduced. This property will
be o f use in a  later aection which ia the reason for its inclusion here.
Now by the irreducibility o f the representation x/»— the map d •-» Too ( d )  defines a 
projective representation o f M a p (5 1,C/ (l) X 1/(1)). Tha t ia, by fixing the phase o f the 
implementing unitaries, a  1/(1)-valued 2-cocycle, <r, is defined on Map (S ' , l / ( l )  x 1/(1))
But the representations x/>- and wp $ a r e  equivalent, hence there exists a  unitary 
€  W  such that
satisfies
.  P i- ’ .
operators induce a corresponding Bogoliubov automorphism, r (d )  on A (K )  given by 
« ( * )  ~  « ( ¿ f t ) ,  k € K ,  where d * ( « )  =  * • ) * ( * ) •
so there exis 
that
such that
r» (*,) r_ (*,) - r„ (♦,♦,).
-  v  (•<*)) ■
Thus i f  the unitary operator T p ^  ia defined as 
this satisfies j
r*, (*) (•(*))r*., (#)' -  (•<**>) ■
T h a t is I> , „  ( d )  implements the automorphism r  ( d )  in the representation . A  
simple calculation also gives
r # j  ( * t )  r *.s ( ¿ * )  =  * ( * i . ^ a ) r *,s  •
So the map d  •-* ^P.m ( d )  defines a projective representation o f Map (S ‘ ,t/ (1 ) X 1/(1)) 
with the same 2-cocycle, o , as r „  ( d )  ■
Map (S 1, 1/(1)) denotes the subgroup o f Map (S 1, 1/(1) x 1/(1)) consisting o f  multi­
plication operators o f the form  ^ ^  J j  which w ill be denoted by d- Then the above 
shows the following.
7.2.2 R e m a r k . The operator Tp #  (d ), d  €  M ap (S ^ C / il) )  defines a <r-representation 
o f  the group with the 2-cocycle a being independent o f  both 0  and ft.
Let M  denote the von-Neumann algebra generated by Tp,? (d ),  d  €  Map (S 1, 1/(1)). 
As up,? is a (r*1, /?) K M S  state, M  is contained in | i ( f f  ®  0)|
C*-algebra generated by the set
with I > , „ ( - 1)  the implementer o f the multiplication operator 
for more details and proofs.
T h e  evolution r *  o f  the system, that is A (H ),  can be extended to  an evolution f  o f 
A (K )  by defining
( « ( * ) )  =  « ( f f  * ) ,  V *  €  K
where
= r f  © r i „
is the extension o f r f  to  K . These automorphisms are also implemented in the repre­
sentation wpt.ii, by T , say, thus giving a map on the ^-representation defined by
r » . ,  w ~ T , r , . , ( * ) T r ' .
But T trp 0  (d )7 |-1 and T p ^  (d i)> where
* ( . ) . r f d r f ( . )  « # •  +  ! ) ,
both implement the same automorphism thus
r,r„(« ir, -«r„(A).
where e is a complex number o f  unit modulus, dependent on d  and i. Denote this by 
d (d , <) then this satisfies the cocycle condition
(♦) <r(#,lfr)*(*M) = * (* .0 * (tM M *.,lM
and the following holds.
where A (H  © 0 ) is the
(V -°i).~ic‘i
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7.2.3 R e m a r k . T h e  modular automorphism group r *1 corresponding to  the state
on A (H )  restricts on M  to the one parameter group o f automorphisms defined above 
and moreover the state u p ,„\m  i* a (r " ,/ ? ) KMS state.
7.3 Investigation  o fw ^ lM -
First note tha t Map (S '. t / j l ) )  is the direct product o f the subgroups
(1 ) M , =  : /  £  M tp iS 1 ,R ) ./ (2 » )  .  / (0 ), j f  ” / ( . )  d .  -  o }
( 2)  M e =  subgroup generated by the constant functions and the functions given by 
s m  exp (tn s ), n €  Z.
Clearly M e can be identified with S l x Z  hence let
M o  =  von Neumann algebra generated by / I f ,*  ( ¿ ) : ^  G Afo},
A4e =  von Neumann algebra generated by ( ¿ )  : 4> €  5* x  Z } .
The previous subsection 7.2 demonstrated that the 2-cocycle for the r ^ # ( . ) ’i  is 
the same as tha t for Toof-). Defining L  as M ap (5 I ,R ) then L  is the Lie algebra o f 
M ap (S l , i / ( l ) )  and L © L  the Lie algebra o f  Map (5 ‘ , f/ ( l )  x 1/(1)). Now the results in 
[C9 ] and |L4] im ply the existence o f a projective representation o f  L  ©  L , denoted by 
/•— •/ » (/ ) « »y .  Where J „ ( f )  is a self adjoint operator with
< f W - ( / ) n . ) » o ,
Too (e xp ( i f ) )  =  exp iJooi/ ).
Therefore defin ing Jp ,„ (f) • »
J ,A !)  -  W -i/K V i
gives a projective representation o f  L  ©  L  with Jp ,? (f) a  self adjoint operator with 
(e xp ( i f ) )  =  exp iJp ,„(f).
The results in [C 9 ] also imply the existence o f  a self adjoint operator Jp,^ (f) with 
exp iJ p A f )  d iffering by a phase from Tp^ ( e x p ( i/ ) j . The phase o f r  pt„ (e xp  (« '/ )) may 
be changed though, without changing the cocycle <r, to  obtain this modified generator 
Jp.n(f) with the properties
= 0 .  xnd T ,„  (e * p ( i/ ) )  =  exp </ ,,,(/ ).
This choice o f  phase will now be assumed and the tilde dropped from the notation.
On the restriction to  Map (S 1, C/(l)) o f  the above the phase o f r « ,  (<t>) may be chosen 
for ^  having arbitrary winding number w(4>) consistently with the zero winding number 
elements to  give
»«..«=“P {-^  J’’ />(*W'<*)}
where =  exp i f j  for j  =  1,2, see [C7 ] for details. Hence
T p ., { * i )T p A + * ) =  » ( * .  * ) ! > . ,  < * i )  ! # . „ ( * ) ,
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where
H*,.*,) -  e«P {-5 J” (/><*)*.(•) -  / l (»W . (. ) ] }
'X|> {‘ C  t/.ca»)/»«» - /.(>')/.(»))}
For the special case when 4) =  **P  »/> and f t  €  L  for j  =  1,2 this may be simplified 
to
»<♦,.*,) A(.Hr,(*)}
But the factor in the exponential determines a non-degenerate symplectic form on L, 
hence the canonical commutation relations over L. Thus the map
♦  k e  M *p (s '. l7 ( l ) )
gives a representation o f  the C C R  algebra over L  in W eyl form. Therefore the algebra 
M o  >a generated by a representation o f  the C C R  algebra.
From the definition o f the cocycle above it is not difficult to deduce that
U +  < * , )  r , *  ( * )  =  r , . „  (4 t )  r 0*  (# » ) ,
whenever 4i G M u and 4 i €  M e or vice versa. Therefore the algebras M u  and M e 
contained in the commutanta o f one another. A lso  the evolution r m leaves these two 
algebras invariant. The expression given for the cocycle together with the condition ( f )  
enables the determination o f  the expression 9 (4 ,t ),  see [C5 ] Lemma 2.7. This is given 
by:
» ( * . • )  =  . for any p € R
so that
< <i>,. (*» = (m m -''-'*)’ "'1' r»., <*.) ■
7.3.1 L e m m a . For each p  G R, 0 >  0 the algebra M e has a unique ( r * ,0 ) KMS state 
ufi.a wh°** generating functional is
w k m  * ( . )  .  exp • ( »  t i ) W I { e | e  £ ,  , * < » « ) , “ •  »here Ike Dome o f  Ike IkeU  
function w q =  e 'W * .
P r o o f : The proof in [C5 ] Lemma 2.8 for the special case ft =  —1/2 is sufficient as it 
is dependent only on the cocycle and the time evolution both o f which are independent 
o f  /J and fi.
T h e  following proposition concerns the factorisation o f  a  KMS state. It is taken from 
[C5J. See Proposition 2.9 in that paper for a proof.
7 .3 .2  P r o p o s it io n . Suppose B and C  are von Neumann algebras o f  operators on 
the same space, each of which is in the com mutant o f the other, and each of which is 
invariant under the action o f  a one parameter group, t 1— r,, o f automorphisms o f the 
algebra A they generate. Then any (r ,  0 ) KMS state on A restricts to (r ,  0 ) KMS states
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on B and C. Moreover i f  C  has a unique (r ,0 ) KMS state u£ then the original state 
factorises into a product o f  ui£ and a (r ,0 ) KMS state on B.
7.3.3 T h e o r e m . The (r*,/ }) KM S state on the von Neumann algebra M  has the 
form
<<)»,,,r,., (* )«,„ ) .  i.o«,(ax,(0)-' «PI £  *0  -  
l  Mo
where « ( * )  =  exp ( i (n a  +  a  +  J2 k*o / *«“ ' ) )  •
P r o o f : Prom the two preceding comments the form  o f  up,? on A fo  >• the only th ing 
required as up,,, ia the product o f  the unique K M S  state on M c given by Lemma 7.3.1 
and a KMS state on M o ,  that is
up,r(m 0mc) =  U p ,? (m o)u^ (m t ).
By the methods o f [C9 ] and [L4 ], for the representation /  *-* Jp ,? (f) o f  L  ©  L
<n,.„ J p M )J p  A ? V > 0* )  =  TtaceiP'.*f P * r r r t * Y
The case o f interest involves the  simplification
in which case the two Lemmas following this proof give 
MO
Hence as M o  is generated by a  representation o f  the C C R  algebra, standard properties 
o f  this algebra lead to
{-±2
= «p  { - ¿ £ * < i  -•■ 'V lAF
where =  exp i f  €  Mo- 
Now from [R l ]
< « » . » .  • > ,  ( i )  0 , . , )  =  det( 1 +  «)-■ / > ,
b  =  [ p t - ' i p ? - “ ) - '  p i ' i p ’ + i '  p t - n r i - r i -  .
T W o r p i f * =  ( ‘ ‘0"  J ) ,
=  det(l +  B ) - 1' 1
= [n  (|+a«.«-*—>+«-’"-'>) (i
Hence comparing this with the form given in Lemma 7.3.1 it can be seen that p =  0 
and thus 0 3  63.
Combining this and the previous formula for up,? on M o  gives the result.
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7.3.4 L e m m a . Suppose p € R, n € Z \ ( 0 )  and p  €  (0, oo). Then 
J ]  ( l +  € « '-• > ) ' ' ( l  +  « - « r— » ) ) " ' = - « ( 1
P r o o f :
( i ( i
= ( i  -  « ” ' ) - ■  [ ( i + « * ' - • > ) ■ '  -  ( i + « - * ’ — - * > ) " ' ] .
Hence the sum can be rewritten as
(i E  [(>+•"'•*')" - (•+•-*'— •’)"']
Now, suppose AT >  n then
£  [ ( i + ^ ' - » > ) ' ‘ - ( i
1 l
~  1 +  +  1 +  s H »-s \
n termi
1 1
~  1 +  « « - * - — ) --------- r +
n term*
as other terms cancel. But each positive term tends to  0 as N  —► oo and each negative 
term  to  —1. Thus
j™. r£  [(•+*«'—o -1 -  (i+«-*— »)"] -
and the result follows.
7.3.5 L e m m a . Suppose ¿ ( * )  =  exp t(ns  +  a +  E » * o / » « “ * )  " d  / (* )  =  E »^ o  A « '* * -  
Then i f f  denotes the 2 x 2  m atrix ^  jj J ,
( r i ' f r i ' f r ! * )  =  ^  E  * 0  -
P r o o f : W ith /  as above, after simplification
( p ! ' / r i *■//*?•') =  -  . < , , )/ > .
Tak ing fourier transforms this can be shown to  equal
s  E  {/■/-. E  ( > + ( > ♦ • - * * — 0 " }
Now ^  is a unitary operator, that is =  4>~x. But
* =  exp - i (n s  +  o  +  5 ^  Jktik*),
M  0
and
=  exp -» (n s  +  o* +  X )
MO
Therefore a  =  a* , that is a  is real, and /* =  Hence =  / * „ / - »  -  ||/-n||*-
These facts together with Lemma 7.3.4 give the result.
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7.4 The Ferm ion a lgebra  from  Map ( S l , U ( l ) ) .
The other direction w ill now be considered, that is, with a projective representation 
o f  Map (S ‘ , l/ (1 )) defined through a particular function, then the C A R  algebra acts on 
the Hilbert space o f  th is representation and the C A R  elements are limits, in a certain 
sense, o f the loop group elements.
Let denote the following function on the central extension o f  Map (S 1, 1/(1)) 
determined by the 2-cocycle, <r, given in the previous subsection 7.3
W, # <4)  =  * (w , )e x p </.( 1/1 +  # » ) * (/ . )# ^ 0) - ‘  exp | - ¿ £ * < 1  -  * - ' * ) - * |/,|*
[  *i*o
where ¿ (s ) =  exp (» (n s  +  £ * 6i  A « '* * ) ) -  
This determines a  <r-representation o f  Map (S , , i/ (1 )) as follows: 
i f
“ » « )  =  » ( « . . » W o i n s i o r ' . x p  ( -  . - » ) - * i / . r
[  *i*o
subsection 7.3 gives that cJp(4) determines a  ^-representation o f Map (S ' , t / ( l ) )  which 
will be denoted by (4 )- Note the function really has no dependence on fi so r 0i„ (4 ) 
could be written 1 X 4 ) see [C5]. This fact is the main point o f subsection 7.3 . Hence
uü A + ) =  e*P *"/o(l/2 + 
determines a ^-representation via
Ù . M )  = « P  *7o(l/2 + (4 )
The elementary functions which will enable the construction o f  the C A R  elements are 
given by the following:
let the special loops or ‘kinks’ be the functions defined by
. . .  ( A - « « * — :i)
where A €  (0 ,1 ). These enable the approximate fermion operators or ‘ blips’ to be 
defined as
-  -  A » ) - 1' *  ( y ^ £ )  ( t . , a )
using the definition o f  the cocycle a and the fact that la,x(0 )  can be written as
la  A O )  =  exp
There now follows tw o propositions concerning the limit process used to obtain the 
fermion operators. One describes the lim iting procedure and its domain while the other 
demonstrates the fermion operators. T hey  are general results and may be found in 
[C12] for the computationally harder case o f  R instead o f  S l and also in [P12 ] in a 
slightly different form so no proofs are given here.
7.4.1 P r o p o s it io n . Set (A i , . . . , A jv)  and
/ n  dan . . .A »a,G (o i .......
<■1
where ( * )  iodic*tee that the atfjoint may be substituted at any point and where G  is a 
smooth function on S 1. Then ¿ ¿ (G ) is a well defined vector in H  and the strong limit 
as Xj —* 1 j  m 1 , . . . ,  AT exists independently o f the order in which the Xj are taken to 
1. For g a smooth function o f S l the operator B (g ) ( , )  may therefore be defined on the 
domain consisting o f polynomials in the blips and also inductively on the larger domain 
obtained by taking the span o f all vectors o f the form ¿ ¿ (G ) via
B h )M * k(G ) =  » J ta  j ”  4k(C ).
7.4.2 P r o p o s it io n . Suppose ¿  =  exp i f  €  Map (S l , U ( l ) )  and <*,C €  (0,2ir). Then
( i )  T , A * ) B . r 0„ ( * y
(2 ) [B ;,B < ]+ = 2 » 4 ( o - 0 1 .
(J )  =
where B„ =  limx—. i Ba,x-
7.4.3 R e m a r k . Proposition 7.4.1 defines an ‘operator-valued distribution’ and Propo­
sition 7.4.2 is suppose to  be understood in the sense o f distributions. For example (2 ) 
means
« < / ) « ( » ) • + » ( » ) • » ( / ) = i  j r  t w f f i d .
Hence B(g )(•> can be defined for all g €  I , (S 1,C ).  Proposition 7.4.2 shows that the 
limiting distributions satisfy the anticommutation relations.
7.4.4 R e m a r k , from  subsection 7.2 the time evolution o f  the loop group elements, 
regarded as multiplication operators on L9(S l , C ), is given by ¿  —* ¿ , where ¿< (s ) =  
¿ (s  + 1). Hence it is a simple calculation to show that the ‘ kinks’ evolve according to  
Tor,A -*  (T«,a]| =  Tor-l,A.
This leads to  the following Lemma.
7.4.5 L e m m a . The ‘blips’ evolve according to
B. , a -  =  « - M B . _ m .
P r o o f : Fiom subsection 7.3
( r * , ( T . . » ) l ,  -  (7 . . » (0 h . . » ( ‘ ) ' , ) , , ’ r » j ,  « 7 . . » ] , )  ■
Hence
■ - * ’ > " ' •  c r . r : )  (7 - . » (o>t- .ac« ) - , ) ,/’ r , . , ( 7. . , . , )
....
• « - “' ■ ' ■ " ' - - ( I  -  * * ) - '■  » -  <7— « »
■ « - » ( i  -  *■)-■/• r , . .
A.
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7.4.6 R e m a r k . Thia essentially gives the operator valued distribution Ba evolves ac­
cording to
7.4.7 Theorem . The state uiPjII is a KM S  state for the O'-algebra generated by
P r o o f : The  proof is essentially the same as that in [C5] Proposition 3.12, the only 
difference is that the ‘ blips’ evolve somewhat differently. Using the notation o f  that 
Proposition, suppose X  and Y  are products o f  ‘blips’ and their adjoints and let
be the terms appearing in X  and Y  in the lim it with elements o f X  i f  j  €  J,
k e  K  where a  =  |J| and b =  \K|.
function for the limits o f  the ‘ blips ’. Tha t is, ai  becomes aj - t  if j  € J and becomes 
C* — t i f  k €  K . W ith  the correlation function written explicitly in the form given by 
[C5 ] Proposition 3.8 together with the additional exp i/o (l/2  +  ft) term, which equals
Now the exp ( —ip(b -  a)t), exp i/2(a -  b)t and exp «( 1/2 +  ft)(b -  a)t terms combine to  
leave 1, which is t independent. Thus the 03 and 0X terms are the only t dependent. 
Similarly these are the only t dependent terms in wpilt( [X ],Y )  and the proof o f  [C5] 
Proposition 3.12 covers the t dependence o f  these terms to  give
That is upi0 is a KMS state.
7.4.8 R e m a r k . Since is a KM S state on the C A R  algebra with the time evolution 
given in the previous remark, by the uniqueness o f  KM S states for the C A R  algebra this 
must coincide with the quasi-free state given at the beginning o f  this analysis. Tha t is, 
the quasi-free state defined by Ap^.
B . -
(B<> ) : » S  £ ’ < * ' , C ) )
So by the ebove ]«) u  exp ( - i> (b  -  o )t )  time» the epproprixte correlation
exp «(1/2 +  /i)
in this case, the t dependent factors are
and 0| terms.
^ A [X ) t Y )  =  U fA Y [X \ ,^ ) .
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7.4.9 Remark. This analysis demonstrates that the Boson-Fermion correspondence as 
described is not as good as it could be. The only situation a byective correspondence 
occurs is when /i +1/2 =  0 and it  is this situation which is described in [C5]. Otherwise 
the process from loop group to  C A R  algebra is iiyective but from C A R  algebra to C C R  
algebra it certainly is not. This may be due to  the implicit choice o f phase taken in the 
argument so that
= o.
W ith  another choice o f phase the cocycle might be a4justed so that the ‘rotation’ 
exp>/o(l/2 +  m )  occurs in the state.
7.4.10 Remark. This extra term exp i/o (l/2  +  /i) appears to tie in with [C 6] Section 
4.3, certainly i f  /i €  Z j/j so that (1/2 +  p ) €  Z, giving a connection with Bose-Einstein
Section 8
A Determinant Identity
8.1 In trod u c tio n .
This section uses results o f  [ P I ]  to  calculate the expression
< n „ . r „ W ) n , , )
defined in section 7. Identifying this formula with that produced in the previous section 
leads to a  determinant identity reminiscent o f  Ssego’s theorem. A  brief description o f 
the structure and results o f  use from [P I ]  now follows.
Suppose W  is an infinite dimensional complex Hilbert space with complex structure 
i  and distinguished conjugation P .  Let Q be a self adjoint operator such that Q 2 =  1 
and Q P +  P Q  =  0. The Q-Fock representation o f  the Clifford algebra C(W , P )  is given 
by
r Q(w ) =  « • (< ? ♦ » )  ♦ • i P Q - « . ) ,
where a (.), a * (.)  are annihilation and creation operators on the alternating tensor alge­
bra A (t t+ ) .  (W ±  =  Q ±W , Q ± =  1/2(1 ±  Q), see section 2.2 for an example.)
8.1.1 Definition. Let G (W , Q ) denote the set o f  bounded operators g on A(W + ) such 
that
#F(w) = F(T(g)w)g,
for some bounded, invertible, P-orthogonal T (g )  on W .
Note. An operator T  on W  is P-orthogonal i f  P T 'P  =  T ~ l .
8.1.2 T heorem. I fT ia  unitary on W  commuting with P  and T Q  — Q T  is a  Hilbert 
Schmidt operator on W then there exixta a unitary g €  G(W ,Q ) such that T  =  T (g ). 
Conversely ifg  ia a unitary element otG (W ,Q )  then T (g )Q -Q T (g )  is a Hilbert Schmidt 
operator on W.
8.1.3 Definition. The ^-representation o f  W  is the representation where
where A  is a  complex structure.
8.1.4 Remark . I f  T  =  j j j j  in the (^-representation o f  W  then:
H i iT n =  0
T jjT ia =  0
TSiTu  +  TijTaa « /
7* »A  = A7** 5 «  1,2
Ta, A  = - A  Tk,
P T 'P T =  1 and T  =  T i.
T  is P-orthogonal e>
8.1.5 Definition. An element g €  G(W ,Q ) is factorable if Q -T (g )  +  Q+ is invertible.
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8.1.6 Rem ar k . If
7 i i<#)
T » ( l )
8.2.1 LEMMA. Suppose K  u a Hilbert apace. Let K  =  K  © 7 T  where "K denote* the 
Hilbert apace conjugate to K  and where the inner product o f K  ia given by
(f t  ® / a , f i  © / a )*  =  </ i,fi)# r  +  </a./a)jr- 
Let r  denote the operator on K  defined by
r (*©») ■ #©*.
Then the CAR algebra over K , A (K ), ia *-iaomorphic to the aelf-dual CAR algebra over 
K  with antiunitary involution T, A s p c fk ,  T ).
P r o o f : r *  =  1 is obvious 
I f  /  =  Ji ©  /a. 9 =  9i ©  92 then
<17, r # ) *  =  ( / a e / i , 02© 0i )£
- < # . / > *
using the defintion o f  the inner product given above and 
< » . »> *  *  <V .*>T
So T is an antiunitary involution, thus A s o c ( k , r )  can be defined.
Suppoee A s D c (k ,D  is generated by / € K  and ¿ ( I f )  by «(*)<•>, *  €  I f
then the *-iaotr.orphism is given by the identification
B(*<B !) -• (• )+ • • (§ ).
8.2.2 L e m m a . Suppoae P  ia a projection on K  and up ia the quaai-free state on A (K )  
determined by P . Then us , the quaai-free state on A s o c (k ,T ) determined by S  =  
P ©  (1 -  P ), ia equivalent to up. That ia, u p  acting on a combination o f  a(/<) 'a and 
° (9 j) * f i,9 j € K ia equal to us acting on the correaponding B (z k ©  yk) ’a given by 
the *-iaomorpbiam and vice versa.
P r o o f : T 5 r  = 1  — 5  and 0 < 5  =  5 * < l s o 5  does indeed determine a quaai-free 
state u$. Now
“ p  (< ■ • (/ « » ) )  =
-«,® o),(P® (i-P ))(/eo»,
= « »® 0 ).S (/ ® 0 ))<
=  us (B * (/ ®  0) )  definition o f  w ,
= u ,(B (0 ® / )B (»® 0 ))
and
" *  («•</■  « / , ) » ( » ■  ® * i )  =  < («i « * ) , * < / .  ® / , » *
- ( f i i . P / i ) *  +  ( a . ( i - P ) / , ) r
-  (j i . p /i ) »  +  < / , . « *  -  (A .P / i ) « r
as P  is se lf adjoint
=  •*»/. < a * (/ i )a ( f i )  +  ( j 2,f t )K  -  «* (/ a M / a )) 
by the definition o f wp 
=  w f  ( • ' ( / i W f i )  +  a (/a )a*(*a ))
using the canonical anticommutation relations
-  "»((«•(/■)+•</,)) (•(»■)+••«,»)
using the properties o f a quasi-free state.
So the two point correlations agree. Hence as the two states are quasi-free they agree 
on any correlation as quasi-free states are determined by their two point correlations.
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8.2.3 R e m a r k . I f  R  is an operator on K  with 0 <  R  £  1, R  a «lf adjoint then i f  T  ia 
defined aa R  ©  ( I — R ) the previous Lemma is true for uir and u*r in place o f  u p  and
us.
8.2.4 L e m m a . Suppose U is s  unitary operstor on K . Then the Bogoliubov sutomor- 
phism o f  A (K ) given by
r ( l/ )n (k ) - 4 l/k), k€/C
is equivalent to  the Bogoliubov automorphism o f  A s d c (.K ,T ) f i n o  by 
r (U )B (/ )= B (U / ),  / € *
where U  *  U <&U.
P r o o f : r w r  — U  so r (U )  doe* indeed define an automorphism o f  As d c (K  ,T )-  The  
equivalence is obvious.
8.2.5 R e m a r k . P  is a projection, hence S  =  P ©  ( l - P ) i s a  projection and since 
r s r  =  1 -  5  it is a  basis projection. Thus using the results in Section 1 the state u s  is a 
Q-Fock state where Q+ =  1 -  S , (5  =  Q _ )  with its corresponding representation on the 
alternating tensor algebra A (Q +K ). Hence the results o f subsection 8.1 are applicable. 
8.3 A p p lic a t io n  o f  B as ic  S tru cture .
In this particular case K  =  H  ©  H  where H  =  L 7(S l , C ) and P  =  P ? '*  is the 
projection on K  given by the 2 x  2 matrix
pfi.M
¡ - A t *  r
where
»  « - " • < !  +
with
h p9( . ) m ( - i d / d s  - p ) f ( s ) ,  F € //•
So to  examine the state u pt., on A (K )  and its associated representation r p».,  the state 
us on A s d c (K ,T )  and its associated Q-Fock representation will be studied. T o  do this 
the ‘Q-representation o f  W ' in this case needs to  be determined.
8.3.1 Notation. Let Q  denote the operator on K  given by the 2 x 2 matrix form
Then define Q± 
Also let
with corresponding definitions for Q and S ' as above where P f°  is given in Lemma 
7.1.2 .
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8.3.2 L e m m a . Let q denote the operator on R  given by the 4 x  4 matrix
0 a P -  0
0 a* p *  0
P -  0 0 s
[p +  0 0 « V
where a is a partial isometry such that aa* =  P+.a* = P -.
For example
l- in + i)  for n < 0 ------------ / * - ( « + » )
*  *• \ 0 for n >  0 0
Then q is a  unitary end
(1 ) . * o v . - ( J  ® ) .
(2) f T f  =  r.
(3 ) q*Aq =  A '  where
for n >  0 




Proof: Direct computation using the following properties o f  a and a*:
P -a  =  aP+ =  0 and P+a =  a P -  =  a, 
a*PL =  P+a* =  0 and a*P+ =  P -a * =  a*.
8.3.3 Corollary. Let Wpt„ be the operator on K  defined in Remark 7.1.5 and Wp,„ 
the operator on R  given by




(2) q*wi„rwp,„ = r.
(3) q *W p „A W p .„  =  A '.
Proof: Prom Remark 7.1.5
w,.,p? w; ,  = Pi-*,
hence
=  o v .
and (1 ) follows from  Lemma 8.3.2.
Since Wp,„ is a  unitary and commutes with both T  and A  (2 ) and (3 ) also follow from 
Lemma 8.3.2.
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8.3.4 Remark. From Corollary 8.3.3 above it can be deduced that
That is, the unitary 9* implements the Q -representation o f  K . Note also that the
8.3.5 L e m m a . Suppose U is a  unitary on K .  Then the following bold:
(1 ) r{U ) ¡8 implementuble in *p ~  O  r ( i/ )  is implementnble in Wpt., .
(2 ) r (U ) is implementable in wp~ «  r (U )  is implementable in *s ‘ -
(3 ) r (U ) it  implementable in wp t., »  r ( l/ )  is impie men tub le in wg.
(4) t (U ) is implementable in *s> O  r(i/) is implementable in #5 .
Paoor: (1) :
r (U )  is implementable in r p«<  
t/ P f "  -  is Hilbert Schmidt
O  U(Wß* P ? W ; j , )  -  (WftßP T W ß„ )U  is Hilbert Schmidt
Now (1 — Wit,,,) is a  trace class operator (See Remark 7.1.5), T  say, so Wßiß =  I  — T  
hence
1/(1 - T ) P ^ ( \ - T * ) - ( l  - T ) P ? ( l  -  T “ ) U  is HUbert Schmidt 
o  U P r  -  P T l/ -  { ( i/T P f°  -  T P T l / )  +  ( U P ? T *  -  T P T U )
-  ( U T P ? r  -  T F T T U ) )  is H ilb ert Schmidt 
O  U P ?  -  P ? U  is Hilbert Schmidt 
O r ( U )  is implementable in v/>—.
( » ) :
r (U )  is implementable in wp- 
O  U P ?  -  P ? U  is Hilbert Schmidt
8.3.6 Remark. From the previous section the multiplication operator 4  =
where 4 € Map (S ‘ , l/ (1 )) induces an automorphism o f A (K )  which is implemented in 
both the representations and r p «.,  b y r M  (4 )  and Ip ,*  (d )  respectively. Hence the
unitary 9* implements the Q'-representmtion o f  K  since
. - V J - U  , - V
O  U S ' -  S 'U  is Hilbert Schmidt 
O  t (U ) is implementable in #5..
«  0 \ - ( r^ 0I _  000 / I n  1 Doo) - ( is Hilbert Schmidt
(3 ) : Same as (2 ) with P f°  and S ' replaced by P t '“  and S  respectively.
(4 ) : Follows from (2 )<*(1 )<*(3 ).
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multiplication operator ♦  a  indue™ an autamocpluani o f A , B C { K .  H  which
ia implen.-ated in both the repreeenlalionu and a , Let l >  ( • )  and T m ( ♦ )  depot, 
the respective implementen.
Now relationship« between r , ( 4 ) ,  ( • ) ,  ! > - ( * )  and r „ ( d )  are required in or­
der that the results obtained for T *  ( • )  are applicable to I> ,„  (# ) .  T h is  problem is 
considered below.
8.3.7 L e m m a . I f U w  a unitary on K  with r { U )  implemcntable in w p~ then
<r»(« )> " (n»,r,(« )« ,) .  (Hp.„r,,,(i/)n,a,>,
<r,. (»» "  <n,.. iy  <«) n,) »  <n_. r™ ((/)««).
P n o o r: The G NS representation, » a , o f  the state wa on A aDc ( K , r )  can be identified 
with the representation »1 given by
'1 (»(/">) =  A, ((1 -  S )/ ) +  d j ((1 -  5 ) r / ) ,
where Ao, A ’0 are the annihilation and creation operators on the Fock space o f K ,
F (K )  =  F ( K  ©  7T), respectively. But
F (K  q T ) *  F ( K ) » F ( F ) ,
allowing the identification
M f  0  # ) «  na(/) ®  7 ♦  1 ®  « o ( f ),
where a0, a j  are the annihilation and creation operators on F (K ),  and 7 is the self 
atfjoint unitary such that
7 -s (/ ) =  — o (/ h .
that is 7 is the implementer o f  the Bogoliubov automorphism r ( - l ) ,  and 7I I  =  0  where 
0  is the vacuum vector.
Therefore it f  =  f  e  K
*1 (»</)) = id. ( ( i -  P i * ) t  9  P t * i )  + d j ( ( i -  r i - ) i  ® r * - t )
=  « .  ( d  -  P i '*> / ) ®  t  +1  ®  • . ( ? * » )
+  « !  ((1  -  r ?  ' ) # )  ®  T +  1 ®  a ¡ ( iV  e/ j
- * > ( « < / » +  *> < • • < !»
where
* » ( • ( / ) )  =  « •  ( (1  -  P ? * ) / )  ®  7 +  1 ®  «o  ( ^ V )
is a representation o f  i4 (/ f)  on F (K )  ®  F (7T).
Hence if  r a(t/ ) is the implementer o f r(t/ ) in the representation ir3 o f  A (K )  then 
T , (U )  is the implementer o f  r (U )  in the representation » ,  o f  ASDC(K ,  T ) .  That is
r i (W ) =  r , ( l/ )a a d
< O i,r i ( f/ )n , ) =  (O j, r * ( i/ )o , ) .
But the GNS representation, *p t * , o f  the state on A (K )  can be identified with 
the representation tr3. Hence by the weak continuity o f  the inner product
< n s , r , ( « ) o * > - < n l . r , ( i o o , )
= (n,,r,(t/)nf)
-< * * .> > ., (CO**)-
The equality for S ' and P f°  holds by exactly the same argument replacing S  with S ' 
and P *+  with P T .
A  trivia l application o f  this Lemma gives the following.
8.3.8 C o r o l l a r y . With the notation o f  Remark 8.3.6
<[•,<♦)> V < n , . r , < « ) n , >  -  (0 „ . r „ < ♦ ) « , , > .
(i> (•» v  - (n_,r- <«u»).
8.3.9 L e m m a . I fU  is a unitary on K  with r ( l f )  implementable in then
r0* (U) = r . (w0Jty r» (u) r„ (W0J) , 
r* (u) = r,. (*>.„)* r,. (i/> rr  (w,,„)
P r o o f : From the previous section (7.2)
where U0lP is a  unitary such that
( • ( * ) )  ” 1 *  «  » F f -  ( • ( * ) )  • *  €  K
Claim: «  Tm {W0J\
Now W0tP is a unitary operator with 1 — W0iP a trace class operator and det W0„  =  1, 
see Remark 7.1.5. Therefore the Bogoliubov automorphism r [W 0ill)  is inner, so certainly 
implementable, in the representation T p ~ . Denote this implementer by Too (W 0tP)  then
r . (w0J.) v,r («(*)) r . (w0Jty = tr  (*(wf*k)), * € #f.
Replacing k by W0 and rearranging gives
r . {W,.,r .r  (•(»)) r_ (W„) - .r  (•(«';.,*))
-  "w,„rr"i, (“(* ))
( • ( * ) )
Therefore U0tP — r M (^V)l), ) ,  as required and the first equality is shown.
The same proof gives the second equality, r j  and f j<  are unitarily equivalent by 
the equivalence o f  r p$., and */>«• and the equivalence unitary can be shown to be 
r j<  (W , . , ) ’  using the same method and
Applying this Lemma to  the particular case o f interest.
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8.3.10 C o r o l l a r y . With the notation o f  Remark 8.3.6
(*) = r„ (w,.0y r„ (4) r« (w0Jt) . 
r, (♦) * r,. (w0.,y rt. (♦) iv  (»*>.„)
8.4 Factorability o f  Elements.
From Corollary 8.3.10
<r, (♦)) = <r,. <w,l(,)* r#* (♦) r* (w,.,)).
In order to  use the results o f  Palmer outlined in subsection 8.1, in particular Lemma
8.1.9 and Theorem 8.1.10, on the RHS correlation I V  (W ^ ,* ),  I V  (W/jlM)*  and I V  ( • )  
need to be factorable. This is now considered.
8.4.1 Le m m a . I V  and I V  (> *> ,„)*  are both factorable.
P r o o f : From Definition 8.1.5 and Remark 8.1.8 I V  ■  factorable i f  T (W 0ltl)n
is invertible where T (W P„ )  is the ^ '-representation o f  H > ,„.
But
r (H V .s )  =  * • * > , „ ,
\wsr o [i a
■ [S ••] “d
X  =  P 'W f ' j P  +  A’ Wp^A, 
Y  =  P 'W p ^ A  +  A'Wfi'pP.
n w p j n  =  x
P 'W p . 'P  +  A * W p ,'A
\p -  M r  A ' & r - * ( I - A , , „ ) ■ / * / • ♦ a ' £ p * - o - a , „ ) ' I ' p - \ \ p .  0
l  0  o  J [ - A ' J l r < + ( \ -  A , , , ) ' I ' P - A '/ l P - + ( i J  l * »  0 .
+  f °  ° 1 r  A ' J l P - + ( l - A , P t
A ' J l P + - ( i - A t „ ) ' l ’ P -  \ f o  . 1
+ W  - J \ - a ' ' I p . + { \ - a , j ' I ' P - +  ( 1  -  A , . , ) ‘ l ’ P t  J  1 «  • ’  J
\ A ' J l P . + Q - A , r t °  1
l 0  « " ( I  - A . . « ) 1' ’ « +  « < ; « • ]
which is clearly invertible with
Hence I V  (V ty,,,) is factorable.
N«. iv  (w,.,)- = rs. (w ;,) »1
n w j , ) « « • * ! , «  - m w  =  [£ . ’  * . ]
So T (V y ; „ ) M =  X *  =  X  by examination, which is invertible by the above. Hence 
I V  (M V ,)*  is factorable.
Ssego’s Theorem w ill be o f use when considering I V  ( * )  hence the relevant version 
will be stated here for this and future reference.
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8.4.2 Sz e q o ’s T h e o r e m . Suppose DN is the N  x N  Toeplit* determinant
co c _ i
Cl Co
e -N + i
C-W+»
cn-1 Civ-a ••• c0
where
Under suitable conditions (\)
where
The conditions (\ ) used in this particular case are the following:
(1) E T -oo  M  < «>•
<*> E T — - M * <  oo.
(8 ) C « )  *  0 for g| =  1.
(4) IndCtf) =  0.
For a proof o f  thia version o f Ssego’s Theorem see [HI].
8.4.3 L e m m a . I f  €  Map (S ‘ , 1/(1)) has a winding number o f zero then T s 'O  is 
factorable.
PROOF: A s in Lemma 8.4.1 Ts* ( ♦ )  is factorable if  T ( * ) u  is invertible. Now
where P  and A  are defined as in the proof o f  Lemma 8.4.1 and 4> »  given in Remark 
8.3.6 . Therefore
T (* )a a  =  P "4 P  +  A* 4A
T O  =  * * ♦ ?  =
with
D  =  P m4A  +  A > P ,  
C  =  /** 4 P  +  A *+ A ,
f  P - + P -  +  P+ 0 1
I  0 a **o  +  P+ J-
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So T (4 )n  is invertible provided there exist operators X , Y  acting on PJksuch that
o f  P -H .  But any cutoff o f  this gives a Toeplits m atrix so Szego’s Theorem enables the 
determinant to  be deduced.
I f  ^  is written as
■»p< j » « + / . + £ / , « " *  J .
then the winding number o f  ^  is n. So by assumption n =  0. Also the term exp i/o is a 
constant and can be factored out as follows: 
rewrite 4  as t iio4 ' then it is easy to  see that
4 is invertible on R H o  4 ' is invertible on P_V\.
Therefore the situation to  consider is when
This form for 4 enables the fourier coefficients for In ^  to  be seen trivially, and in 
particular p =  1 in this case. The fact that <j> satisfies the conditions ( f )  required for 
Szego’s Theorem follows from the fact that 4 €  M ap (S 1,1/(1)) and the winding number 
o f  ^  is zero by assumption. See Remark 7.2.1 for example for (2).
Applying Szego’s Theorem  shows that the determinant o f is positive, as
9 -n 9n =  -||/n||J in this case, hence in particular it is invertible in / ^ h a v in g  non­
zero determinant.
Similarly a* ¿ a  has matrix form
of P -H .  Consequently it is also invertible in P-tyas it  is just the transpose o f  P -4 P -  
given above.
X  =  (P -4 P - ) - 1 
y - (  a ; * ) - 1.
Tha t is
P _  =  P -4 P -X P -  =  P .X P - 4 P - ,  
P -  =  <r<j»ia’ Ya =  a * y a o > ,
in which case
n * ) h ‘ -  [ 1
Now 4  is a multiplication operator so P -4 P -  has matrix form
¿o 4 - i  4-7  
4\ 4a 4 - i4a 4 - i
4i 4i 4o
with respect to  the basis
[e~u  e -™  e . . . )
4a 4i 4 i
4 - i  4o 
4-7 4-1
with respect to  the basis




n w t ,
f a ; ” ' p - + ( i - a , j - ‘I ' p *  0
l 0 .- {I-A ,,,)-<!’. + .a;'J '.
Hence
T (W , . ,h ,T (W ,„ ) i l  -  [  £
where
r ,  m - A jg ( l  -  -  ( l  -  A t j . i ' I 'A j¿ 'V ,
r, = 0(1 - A,,)'*A}"' + -  -4,
So
( n w „ ) i , n w „ t ì ) ' .  [ £  £ ]
-  -  ( n w , , , ) „ T ( w , . , ) U )
r r ( » v a , ) „ r ( W i , > ) i , l |’
=  ( H « ' , , , ) , . ! ' ) ' * » - ) ; 1)
r ,  =  v . ( >  -  ■ v * ) ' ’-  +  - v . o  -  ¿ » » r * * » ,
F . =  « M a j , ( i  -  * , ) - > • + « ¿ ; i ( i  -  y » « . , ) « - .
- I ?  ;.i
_ r^;iP. + (i-A aj,)-'p* o
=  f/la. .P - + ( l - > 4 >.,)l"* 0
l  «  « ' ( >  -
ò «  ( / + i r e « » «  . , ) „ n w , . , t í  i» )
+ 0 V'\-  0 *‘ ( l - A t ,,)a +  a A , „a - \ )
=  |<fct(A , , , P .  +  <1 -  -  A , „ )c  +  aAt ,, * • ) ) - '
=  !< * « ( '* » , » « ’ O  -  A ,,,)a  +  (1 -  A ,.,)i>A , , , « • ) ) ' ' .
M
Hence
10V (w ,.,))| ’  =  |<kt -  A,,). +  (1 -  ,n.
Now at the fourier aeries level the operators Apitl, a and a* act as follows :
A ,„ In  =  • - « - ' * )  ( l  +  « - * - ' • > )  " ' f n ,
f 0 n <  0 .  f  0 n >  0
a f c " l f —  I " ^ 0 *  *  * *  =  l  n < 0
So it is not difficult to  show that
A,..a‘(\ - A».„)■*. =  {  ( ,  +  « * . - » > ) - •  ( i  +  ^ - n t . ) ) - 1,
{ o(1 +  « - * — »> )■ ' (1 +
n >  0 
n <  0
n <  0 
n >  0
«•v «n8
-  / ( „ >  + (I -  >4,,, K . ,.• )» ,
= r 0 +*«-*>)-' (i+««»♦■♦»))-'„< o 
l  ( I  + ( J + « - « • + ■ ♦ » > ) - '  „ > 0 .
Therefore
d e t i V s - ’ i*  -  +  0  -
=  n  0 + e « - ' ,)) ‘ l  ( i + € « - ♦ > ♦ '• ) ) " '  n  ( i + « - * - ' ,>) ’ 1 ( i +
n<0 n>0 '
.  J n  ( > ' , ) _1 ( i + « - « - ♦ * ♦ ' • » ) " ] .
So
(<fct (A,jS(l -  A,,,). +  (1 -  A,.,)aA, . , . - )]
-  n  ( i + « - * '■ - » > ) _ i  ( i .
8.5.3 Re m a r k . Suppose d  =  “ p i E * «  /*e,M then from the previous Section (7.3.3)
k T u M D b l  -  «.(/.)<•(o r 'e xp  | - ¿ E * d  J .
{ - ¿ S H
and from [C7]
(n ^ .T o o  ( d j n » )  = e x p ^
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Similarly in the (^-representation o f K
thus the ¿ (2 ) terms are as follows:
i )  m *
is already known and it can be easily seen that
n * r - ' -  \P-X*P- + P+ o 1
n * ) n  - [  o F _ (jrT)*P_ +  F f J
\ P - X T P - + P +  0 1
*1  o p . X p .  + p+J




and these terms are already known.
T h e Individual Entries.
By the calculations above these are:
(1 )
S - * * » * ; .  =  - [ m , S ]
(2 )
« « ■ ‘ " • ¡ . - [ w  S ]
(3 )
(4 )
« - * * • - [ *  ! ] ■
(8 )
-  -  [JJ V
( « )
— [ J  " ■ ] .
where
m . -  n w , . . ) „ n w , J . ) i i .  
1 , - T W n
k. = n«Mnm•»*
R ,  -  \
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thus (1 +  ¿ A f t )  has the form
1 0 0 - f t ,  0 - L t  M ,1
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 -M l
- M i  0 0 1 0  0
0 0 0 0 1 0
, - L iM i  0 R ;  0 0 1
Sim plification o f  det, term .
Given the form o f  ¿ A f t  above and the Remarks 8.6.1 and 8.6.2 it is possible to  deduce 
that ¿ A f t  is trace class. Hence
d e t , ( l  +  ¿ A f t )  *  d e i ( l  +  ¿ A f t ) , « *  "W t C V - A t O  =  O
1 0 0 -ft, 0 --¿,M,
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 -M i
-M i 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
-¿.M , 0 ft, 0 0 1
1 0 -ft , - L ,M i 11
0 1 0 -M l
-M i 0 1 0 f
- L iM x R* 0 1 J J
M iR i
M ,Ri
M iL tM i
L\Mi LjM\ -R a M t  ] } ' * " ’ >
=  d M « l  -  U ,R ,)(1  -  L ,U ,L ,M ,  +  W jM ,)  -  M ,R ,M ,L ,U , )
-  del ( I  -  M ,H , -  L ,U ,L ,M ,  +  U ,R ,L ,M ,L ,M ,  +  S ,M ,  
- M , R , R , M , -  M , A ,M ,£ , » , } .
Straightforward ta lc ir la tio «. naing thr form ul«. for I f , .  ,  and tnahk  thia lo  l x  
rewritten as
■fcl{ 1 *A‘&' - AR^ ru'p**p-xp- + p - ir f .d / v ( i -
+  p . x p . a; ‘„ ( i -  a „ , )  +  d ‘ « ( i  -  -  d * , )
+  A'Jl( i -  X j - ' « r , y p t ( i  -  A,,,)-'!■> A'il 
+ A‘/l(t - A,.,r,'’Pt*P.XP.XP.*Pt(\ - A,,,)-‘'’A'£
- a1£<1 - A,jr'nptAP-xp.A-,¿d  -  d „ ) }
•<“ { • -  “ V / ’ O  -  d « . , ) , ' , d P , v « + . d ; l>' ’ ( i  -  -  d ,  , ) ■ « . •
+ « -K d i . , ( i - d , . , ) - * «  -  « d ; i '* (  i  -  d , . , ) ' ' ’ dP* vj>t v 'd ,., (i -  d , ., ) -■ «  
- . • y p . d d ; i « ( i - d , ^ ) ' » . -  
+  -  A,,,)''‘*P.YPtYP.4A;X’(l -  d f ,, )1« . *
+  “V " * 1 -  *A..)'”*P*yA,A 1 -  d , . , ) - ‘o|.
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Using the identity
d e t (l +  A +  B +  A B ) =  d et(l +  A ) d e t (l  +  0 ) ,  
this mny be simplified to
<*«( 1 + < J ( i  -  v i m i  -  * • * )-'”  a ','1 +  P -X P -.(; i< i -  /!,.,)
+ P -X P - #/%( i -  * , J. r ' n x 'J l -  a£ u - a , , ) - '< ’ p . * p -X P - a ; X i  -  a , . , ) )
d « . {  i  +  -  A ,Jy i ' x ' A i ] P  ( i  -  * , ) ■ " • •  +  -  /t,
-  .•rpt*A;'J' ( i -  • v . l W  +  .a;'J' ( i  -  - i .J,)l , ,d P ,v 'd ,. . (i  -  a,*)-'-)
W ith  the connection between X  and Y  given in Remark 8.4.5 and the identity 
=  (1 -  i4 0 ,- (i+ „ ))a ,
this can be rewritten as
d « t ( l  +  A 'J U l -  At j . ) - ' l ’ . X a ' (  1 -  A , A ' / ’  +  P . X P . A f  ¿ (1  -  A , . , )
+  p . x p _ * p . ( l  -  A . ^ - ' i ’ A ' / l  -  A f t l  -  ■ V , ) - 1'V .* P _ * P - / l ; . ; .< l  -  <*#,.))
d « l (  1 +  (1 -  -  A , j . ) - ' I * A ', '}  +  P - X r P - ( l  -  A f j , )A j ‘, , -
P - X T P - * T P . U - A , , > ) - " 'A ‘/ l M I - A ‘/ ;P t +T P . X T P - ( l - A , j , ) A ; ‘k) 
where A =  —(1 +  p ).  But
d e t (l  +  C ~ l D C ) *  d e t (l +  D ), 
hence this may be simplified to
d . t ( l  +  <■*••(> -  A , . , ) - 'A i , ,  +  P - X P _ A j l ( l  -  A , , . )
+  P -  X P - d P . < l  -  A , , , ) - 'A , , ,  -  P .A P .X P .A J 'J I  -  - V , ) l
d * ( l  +  (1 -  +  (1 -  A , j . )A l\ P -X T P .
-  (1 -  a , ,x ) a ;1 ,p - x t p - a t p + +  (1 -  A , y r 'A , , x P t * TP - x T P - )
where in the first determinant
C  =  P .  +  (1 -  A i J - ' I ’ A 'J lP * ,
and in the second
c  =  ( t  -  A ,x ) - 'A i . x P -  +  V / ’ ( l  -
This in turn can be rewritten as
< f c t ( i + . i « ’ ( i  -  +  P - X p . a ; ‘j  i  -
+ P-XP-dPt ( l  -  a , ^ ) - ' a , ^  -  pt + p .x p .^ ; i ( i  -  /!„.,)) 
d « ( [ l  +  . r « " ( l  -  A , j , r 'A , , x  +  P -X P -A -,\ (  1 -  A ,,x )
+  P .X P _ + P * (1  -  -  p + d p . j f p . ^ o  -  v » j p ) .
Now d d D s  d o tD r  bence tb i. mmy be written u
d e tP (A T ,/ < ) .d r t P (J f , - ( l+ ( i ) ) .
where
f<*.+) =  1+«*«•<1 -  * , * ) - ' A ,*  +  P -X P .A ;'J \  -  A , , )
+  P - X P . d P .  ( l  -  4 * , ) - % . ,  -  p+ d P . x p . d ; i ( i  -  x , . , ) .  
Hence the following Lemma has been shown.
\
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8.6.3 L em m a .
d e t , ( l  +  LA  R ) =  del F (X ,ft). det F (X ,  - ( 1  +  p ) ) t
where
F ( X . p ) -  1 +  •■*••(! -  A , , ) - ' A , , .  +  F . X F . A f ^ H  -  A , , , )
+  P - X P - * F . i  1 -  A , , , ) - ' A , . ,  -  P t A P - X P . A ; ' J l  -  A , . , ) .
N o t e . T h e  identity
=  (1 -  ¿ # , - (1+0) ) «
ia a simple calculation similar to  those at the end o f  the proof o f  Proposition 8.5.2 . 
8.7 T h e  D eterm inant Identity.
8.7.1 R e m a r k . Using the Remarks 8.5.1, 8.5.3, Proposition 8.5.2 and Lemma 8.6.3
[ * . (/ o ) » . (0 ) - ' . x p | - ^ £ , ( e" '- l )- '| / .| »J j = « ( * ,  „ ) « ( * ,  - ( !  +  (■)).
where
« ( < . « ) = n  
»£0
Note that the expression on the left hand side is independent o f  u, similar to Lemma
7.3.4 .
8.7.2 R e m a r k . From the previous Section, in the proof o f  Theorem  7.3.3
W . ^ ( 0 ) - 1
=  [ n  ( i - n . - « - ' » « . / . + < « - * — >)■) ( i + « - * • - ' > )  “ ’ J
=  [ n  ( i v )  ( i  
. n  ( > + s « » / « - « ■ + ■ ♦ » > + ( . - « • + ■ ♦ « ) ) > )  ( i + , - « - ♦ ' + » ) )  ' ’ j
Hence the identity can be rewritten as
d e t F ( X , p ) d e t F ( X ,  - ( ! + * ) )
( *  +  2 eos/ oe~ «— *•) +  ( « - * — '•>)*)
n>0
. f j  ( l  +  2cos/0e - ^ " + ,+ ' ,> +  (« - * (»+ > + *• ))* )  .
Thus when /i =  —1/2 this simplifies to 
de t F ( X , —l/ 2 )
=  I I  ( l  +  S c / _ _ L  £  -  1)-'|/.|>
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which is reminiscent o f  S i ego* Theorem because o f the following:
( ! )  Suppose *  =  i * .  the simplest case, then
F ( X , i , )  =  1 +  -  A ,
and it is not difficult to show that
d e t F ( X , j i ) d e t f ( X . - ( l + * < ) ) ■  J J  ( l  +  2 cos/0e - * " - ' ,> +  ( « - « " - < • ) ) » )
• ( l  +  2cos/0e - * " + ,+ ' ,> +
Thus the two infinite product terms are similar to the p term in Szego'i Theorem. 
(2 ) As for the exponential. This i- already similar to  the exponential term in Ssego’s 
Theorem. Note that
l/ "la =  fnfn  =  fn f-m  p roof o f  Lemma 7.3.5 ,
and that g„ =  i f n in the application o f  Ssego’s Theorem, see Lemma 8 4.3, which 
explains the minus sign in the exponential. The A f„  terms presumably produce 
the extra term (e n*  -  I ).
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A l  Proposition. F o r 0 < n < m - 2 le t
P r o o f : First note t
~ - r ( > + » ) " •
=  r i r ( i  I *  /•l  Jo /•
=  ,
(m  -  1)(1 +  q)m~l (m
So assuming the formula is true for /n-i.m-l
n y " - ' ( l  -f » ) - '
! ( m - l ) ( l + , ) — ‘ + ( ï(m — n — 2)!w?
n (m  -  n -  2 )!(n  -  1 ) ! I^ 2 (m  — 2\ ,
n)7^--»)ni+t)-> £ ( ,  ,•
= ( m - 1)1(1 +  , ) “
(m  — n -  2 )!n!
(m  — n -  2)!n!
; ( r a -  1)1(1 +  , ) " - '
as required. Now for p >  2
' • ' - J .  m r ï > ? - l - - ( , _ i )  J „
'  (j> - i ) ( i  + * ) ' - '  ¡ T H )
: ( l> -  ! ) ( !  +  » ) » - >  « ' +  « ) ’ " '  - 0
r = f c ? ^ r g f ; >
T h a t is, the formula is true for /0>f for all p  >  2. Therefore it is true by induction for 
ln,m where 0 <  n <  m — 2. (Start at /o,m-n and work upwards.)
( ! + » ) -
( (m  — 1) — ( w f  1 ))?ss! 
‘  (m  — l)!2 m~ l
■n+l '  '
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A2 Proposition. Define the function F „ , „  : [0,1] -*  R by
where e , >  0 and ca <  0. Suppome abo  that ca +  4 « i  <  0 and ca +  Aex +  16 >  0 then the 
following are true:
( » )  r , „ ^ ( 0 )  =  o : f ; 1„ ( o ) > o .
(2 ) 0 >  r . „ . , ( l )  >  - 1 :  =  0 : r ~ M ( I )  >  0.
(3 ) Vci, 3 u unique ee €  (0 .1 )  «urA tfcul
Moreover if  0 <  cx <  16 then 0 <  Fe,.t,(yo ) <  1.
P r o o f : (1 ) and (2 ) are obvious.
Hence 0 <  F „  , „ ( * > )  <  1 if  c? +  4ea <  0.
But the line ca +  4cx = 0  and the  curve c j +  4ca =  0 intersect at the origin and the 
point c> =  10, ca =  -64. T here fo re  i f  0 <  C| <  16 the condition ca +  4ci <  0 gives 
0 <  F.^Arto ) <  1.
=  ( î~^ y )6  “  » ) *  +  ( »  -  2 ) (c i  +  2(ci +  ea) y  +  e ,v * ) ]
=  ( T ^ ) T  K * »  “  fc l )  “  3(ci +  2ca)y  +  3caya +  cm * ] .
(3 ) The roots o f  the equation cx +  2 (c i +  ca)y  +  c jy 9 =  0 are
—(c i  +  ca) ±  y/ca(ca +  2ct )
«1
Using the conditions on cx and ca it is easy to see that
- ( c i  +  ca) ~  >/c»(ca +  2cQ
c\
and it is the unique root in (0 ,1 )  since
~ (g|  +  ca) +  y/ci(c3 - f  2 c i )  ^  3
So F ll tt (yo) =  0 by construction and
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C o r o l l a r y . I f  F«,,,t (y )  it  the function defined in the previous Proposition snd the 
following hold:
(1 )  e j +  4ej < 0 ,
(2 )  c j +  4ci +  16 >  0,
(3 )  0 <  ci <  16, 
then i f  e =  2 +  cj/ei
P r o o f : From Proposition A2
l^d .«•(»)! <  1 V »€ (0 .1 ).




[ '■ . . . . .M r  -  ( r S ^ i 1 + * * + » ■ ] ”
and the Corollary to Proposition A1 the result may be obtained. 
A 3  P r o p o s it io n . Suppose
I f  ........c , )  is defined as in 4.1 then
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